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This thesis contains a study of the removal of kicks 
from a wellbore. It compares kick removal variables between 
the new method, the Driller's method, and the Wait and 
Weight method. The new method is named kick 'Partition 
Method'; i.e., the kick is circulated out of the wellbore in 
continuous volumes of the kick fluid, called slugs. For the 
purposes of this thesis, a kick is defined as a volume of 
formation fluid which enters the wellbore during drilling 
operations. Within this thesis, the kicks referred to are 
divided into two slugs which are always equal in volume. In 
practice, the method could be expanded to as many slugs as 
desired and would not be required to be of equal volumes. A 
computer model was developed which simulates the removal of 
a kick from a wellbore. The model was based on finite 
elements; the number of elements was 204 over the length of 
a wellbore for the model. One may wonder how within a 
wellbore a kick can be circulated in parts. The division of 
the kick in the wellbore could be accomplished in two ways: 
one is perforating the pipe in a selected location, and the 
second is by stripping the pipe to a selected location.
v i
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Well pressure control consists of three categories: (1)
the detection of kicks, (2) the prevention of kicks, and 
(3) their removal. Kicks are thought of as formation fluids 
which have inadvertently entered the wellbore during 
drilling operations. The study within this thesis is only 
concerned with the removal aspect of pressure control. It is 
understood that a kick flows into a wellbore only if the 
pressure of the mud within the wellbore which is opposite 
the formation is less than the formation pressure. This 
difference in pressure is called 'under or over balance1. 
'Under balance' applies if the formation pressure is the 
larger. The kick volume is the volume of formation fluid 
influx and is a function of the formation permeability, 
margin of underbalance, and the rig crew efficiency in 
detecting the kick and initiating well control procedures.
Common causes of kicks are the following:
1) Insufficient mud weight in the hole
2) Swabbing action during removal of pipe from
wellbore
3) Mud level drop in wellbore caused by:
a) Insufficient fillup of hole while pulling
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pipe out of the hole 
b) Loss of circulation
Figure number 1 is a sketch of a wellbore with the 
equipment which is necessary to remove a kick from the 
wellbore with one of the routine circulation methods. The 
figure is explained in detail in a later section.
In well control operations there are four end results 
to be avoided. These are listed with their associated 
downsides:
1) Surface blowout
a) danger to rig personnel
b) loss of rig
c) loss of hole
d) environmental damage
e) loss of hydrocarbons
2) Underground blowout
a) loss of hydrocarbons
b) loss of hole

















- Wellbore configuration during containment 
of a kick.
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3) Excessive time lost
a) rig time paid for with no hole made
4) Excessive mud costs
a) money spent with no hole made.
There are two popular methods of circulating a kick 
from a wellbore. These are called the driller's Method1 
and the 'Wait and Weight Method'. The Wait and Weight 
Method is often called the Engineer's Method. The following 
principles form the bases of the two methods. These are the 
following:
1. A mud pressure at the bottom of the hole must be 
larger than the kicking 'formation
2. Pressures within the mud must be less than the 
resistance of the wellbore and casing to 
fracturing.
The Driller's Method requires two complete circulations 
of the mud throughout the wellbore. The first circulation 
removes the kick and the second circulation places mud of 
sufficient weight to prevent further kick entry; i.e., a mud 
of sufficient weight to kill the well.
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This mud is called the kill mud.
The Wait and Weight Method requires only one 
circulation. In this method, kill mud is circulated into 
the wellbore and displaces the kick.
It has been argued that the Wait and Weight Method, in 
some circumstances, produces lower pressures within the mud 
contained in the wellbore during the removal of a kick than 
the Driller's Method. This is important because higher 
pressures within the mud could fracture formations which 
would precipitate underground blowouts. If the higher 
pressures were to cause the casing to split near the surface 
then a surface blowout could occur. The lower wellbore 
pressures result because the heavy mud which is eventually 
circulated into the wellbore offsets more of the formation 
pressure than does the light mud of the Driller's Method.
It is also known that kicks of lesser volumes produce 
lower wellbore pressures than larger kicks. This fact is 
independent of the removal method or the type of kick fluid.
This latter fact posed an interesting concept: Divide
a kick into segments in relation to its volume and circulate 
each individual segment out of the wellbore separately. 
This concept forms the basis of the study of this thesis. 
In order to arrive at specific values of kick removal 
variables and parameters with which to compare the new
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method - called the 'Partition Method' - with the two 
popular methods, a finite element computer model was written 
which adhered to the principles of kick removal. In
particular the model encompassed the Driller's method, the 
Wait and Weight method, and the new Partition Method. After 
verifying the validity and the accuracy of the model with 
known solutions in regard to the Driller's method and the 
Wait and Weight method, comparisons were made of important 
kick variables with the new Partition Method. As expected, 
the Partition Method produced lower wellbore pressures,
larger pit gains, and longer kick lengths.
Other concepts of kick removal are the following: 
during the removal of the kick from the wellbore, the kick 
must be allowed to expand. If a kick is not allowed to 
expand, then the bottom hole pressure will eventually be 
brought to the surface.
The casing shoe of the last cemented pipe is the 
deepest location of set and cemented pipe. This is often 
the location of the weakest formation in regard to
fracturing of the open hole.
A critical kick is defined as a kick which can be 
contained in the wellbore, but one which cannot be
circulated from the wellbore without fracturing the
ER-3595 7
wellbore. These types of kicks require special pressure 
control procedures.
A conventional solution is to spot a heavy barite pill 
in the annulus at the bottom of the hole. A barite pill is 




Figure 2 depicts the primary hydraulic equipment used
in a normal drilling operation and pieces of other
equipment. The hydraulic system is used to clean drill bit
cuttings and cavings from the wall of the open hole below
*the casing from the wellbore. The individual purposes of 
the depicted equipment are as follows: The bit which
contains hydraulic jets drills the hole; the jets sweep 
cuttings into the annulus; the annular mud stream lifts the 
cuttings to the surface; the flow line carries the mud and 
cuttings from the wellbore to the mud pits; the shale shaker 
removes the cuttings from the mud. The mud pump circulates 
the mud. The swivel allows rotation of the drill string 
while circulating mud. The drill string is a conduit for 
the mud and is composed of the drill pipe and the drill 
collars. Another purpose of the the drill string is to 
provide mechanical energy to the bit. There are two annuli 
shown, but not labeled, in the figure. These are the annuli 
between the drill pipe and the drill collars and the wall of 
the hole. The drill string is run into the hole and is 
pulled from it by means of the crown and traveling blocks, 
the drilling line, and the drawworks. Blowout preventers 


















Figure 2 - Principal components of a rotary rig circulation 
system,lAfter Chilingarian and Vorabutr, 1981)
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annulus, preventing further influx.
Figure 3 depicts a blowout preventer stack which 
consists of a bag (annular) preventer which can close on 
odd-shaped elements within the drill string, and preventers 
which may contain pipe rams, blind rams and possibly shear 
rams. The annular preventer consists of a rubber element in 
the shape of a donut which expands against pipe or odd­
shaped elements when actuated. The pipe rams are 
hydraulically or manually operated to close on drill pipe or 
drill collars. These are only effective if properly sized 
for the pipe in the hole. The blind rams are used to seal 
the annulus if there is no pipe in the hole. Shear rams 
will seal an annulus by first shearing pipe and then 
closing. The fill line is used to keep the annulus full of 
mud. The choke line and the choke (not shown) maintains a 
pressure on the annulus during the removal of a kick. The 
kill line allows fluid to be pumped directly into the 
annulus. A brief scenario for the use of this equipment is 
the following. After a pit gain occurs which indicates that 
a kick has occurred, one or more of the blowout preventers 
are closed. After the mud and kick in the wellbore are 
allowed to stabilize, the drill pipe and the choke 
pressures, the pit gain, and the mud weight are recorded. 












.T  ¥  CASING heao
SURFACE CASING
Figure 3 - Blowout preventer stack. (After Davenport, 19 84)
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not the kick can be removed with one of the routine methods 
without fracturing the wellbore, the casing, or the exposed 
surface equipment. A procedure is adopted and action is 
taken. A more complete discussion of well control follows 
in the Fundamentals of Well Control section.
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FUNDAMENTALS OF WELL CONTROL
Basic Rules of Well Control
In every drilling operation control of the well must be 
maintained. Well pressure control consists of three 
categories: (1) the detection of kicks, (2) the prevention
of kicks, and (3) their removal. Kicks are thought of as 
formation fluids which have inadvertently entered the 
wellbore during drilling operations. The primary portion of 
a kick is that portion which enters the wellbore during and 
directly after shut in. If while removing a kick additional 
fluid enters the wellbore, then this fluid is called a 
secondary kick. Secondary kicks jeopardize the removal of 
the kick. To ensure that control of the well is maintained 
during the removal of a kick and that a secondary kick does 
not develop, two basic rules must be followed:
1) At all points in the open hole section of the 
wellbore, an overbalance of pressure must be 
maintained, overbalance defined as the
difference between wellbore pressure and
formation pressure. A positive overbalance at 
every location in the wellbore will prevent 
the influx of formation fluid into the
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wellbore. Underbalance is a negative 
overbalance pressure.
2) Overbalance in a wellbore must adhere to the 
following concepts and these concepts should 
be reflected in the drilling plan for the 
hole, (after Goins, 1983):
- Fracture gradients in open hole section 
of well should not be exceeded
- Burst pressure of the casing should not 
be exceeded
- Surface equipment limitations should be 
reconciled
- Differential sticking considerations.
Kicks
While the mud pressure in a wellbore is less than the 
adjacent formation pressure, and if the formation is porous 
and permeable, formation fluid will flow into the wellbore. 
The volume of fluid that enters the wellbore is a function 
of formation productivity, pressure underbalance, and length 
of time the formation pressure exceeds the wellbore 
pressure. This fluid is called a kick and may be composed 
of gas, oil, water or any combination of the three. These
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ideas are illustrated in figure 4. It is often possible to 
identify a kick in its infancy. The parameters which permit 
early signs of a kick are called •indicators* of a kick. 
Common indicators are the following:
- Mudpit gain
- Drilling break
- Gas, oil or water shows
- Well begins to flow or begins to flow after pumping 
cessation
- Decrease in circulating pressure
- Pump speed increases
- Drill string weight increases.
Common direct causes of kick are the following:
- Insufficient mud weight
- Swabbing during trips
- Loss of hydrostatic head because of lost circulation 
or insufficient filling of hole while pulling pipe.
In most cases, a kick must be circulated out of the 
wellbore before normal drilling operations can be resumed. 
Water and dead oil kicks are more easily circulated than a 
gas kick. A gas kick is more complicated to remove by 





MUD PROM STRING, BUT NOT 
HEAVY ENOUGH TO KEEP 
OUT THE GAS INVASION
■ZONE ABOVE 
GAS ZONE
GAS HAS MORE 
FORMATION PRESSURE 
THAN HYDROSTATIC 
PRESSURE OF MUD 
COLUMN
MUD WEIGHT IS UNDERBALANCED 
AND GAS ENTERS THE WELLBORE
Drilling into a gas zone and taking a kick. 
(After Davenport, 19 84)
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kick must be allowed to expand while it is rising within the 
annulus.
If a kick is not allowed to expand while it rises in 
the wellbore, bottom hole pressure will be brought to the 
surface. This is explained in the following: Boyle's law
states that if the volume of a constant mass of gas does not 
change, then the pressure in a gas, also, does not change. 
Thus, if the volume of the kick does not increase while it 
rises in the annulus, then pressure remains constant at the 
pressure of the formation from which it came, and this 
pressure will be exerted at all locations in the wellbore. 
Specifically, when the gas arrives at the surface, the 
pressure in the gas will be the formation pressure.
Because very few wellbores, casings, and surface 
equipment can resist a pressure equal to bottom hole 
pressures, most kicks are allowed to expand.
After a kick is detected, common well control procedure 
is to shut the well in and allow it to stabilize. 
Immediately after stabilization the pit volume, standpipe 
pressure and casing pressure are recorded as initial values. 
The following calculations (after Mitchell, 1982) are made 
with the initial data to ascertain the type of kick fluid 
and to determine whether or not the kick can be removed with 
one of the routine removal methods; i.e., Driller's Method
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or Wait and Weight Method. The equations apply if the 
assumptions in the model section of this thesis are valid.
The initial formation pressure is found with the 
following equation: The equation states that the formation
pressure is the pressure head of the mud added to the 
standpipe pressure.
PP = .052 MW LM + PSI (1)
where:
PP = formation pressure
MW = driling mud weight
LM « length of mud in drill string
PSI sb initial standpipe pressure
The initial volume of the kick prior to expansion is
equal to the initial mud gain in the pits.
VKI = VPIT (2)
where:
VKI = initial kick volume
VPIT = pit gain
The initial length of the kick is the initial volume of
the kick divided by the annular capacity of the wellbore.
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LKI = VKI / CA (3)
where:
LKI = initial kick length
CA = annular capacity
The type of fluid within the kick is ascertained with a 
density equation which is based on a pressure equation.
WKI = MW - [(PCI - PSI) / (.052 LKI)] (4)
where:
WKI = initial density of kick fluid
PCI = initial casing pressure
Type of fluid within the kick is ascertained by comparing 
its computed value with those in the following table:
WKI > 8.0 ppg, then kick is water (5)
WKI < 8.0 ppg, then kick is oil (6)
WKI < 6.0 ppg, then kick is gas (7)
If the depth of the weakest point in the wellbore to 
fracture is not known, it is usually assumed that the 
weakest entity in the wellbore is the formation at the 
casing shoe, and a calculation can be made to determine if
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the kick can be contained based on well geometry shown in 
figure 5.
KT = MWP - MW < g (MWF - MW) - “ p  (MW - WKI) (8)
where:
MWP = maximum permissible formation pressure 
KT = kick tolerance
C = casing depth or depth of weakest entity 
D = well depth
MWF = formation fracture resistance at casing shoe 
or critical pressure of weakest entity
If a kick can be contained, the kick tolerance will be 
positive.
To circulate a kick while maintaining a constant bottom 
hole pressure, two methods are routinely used. These are 
the Driller's Method and the Wait and Weight Method.
The Driller's Method involves two circulations. The 
first circulation removes the gas kick from the wellbore at 
a constant bottom hole pressure using the current drilling 
mud. The second circulation replaces the drilling mud with 
a mud of sufficient weight to kill the well.
The Wait and Weight Method involves one circulation. 








Initial conditions in wellbore after taking 
kick.
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hole. The well is killed after the first circulation. The 
Wait and Weight Method for many wellbore configurations 
generates the lower pressures in the wellbore and, in that 
respect, is favorable.
A secondary kick is additional formation fluid entering 
the wellbore after the initiation of well control 
procedures. To avoid a secondary kick, a constant bottom 
hole pressure in excess of the formation pressure must be 
maintained. This is accomplished by maintaining a 
backpressure with the choke. As demonstrated previously, 
the gas must expand during circulation out of the wellbore. 
The expansion of the gas is governed by the pressure in the 
gas, which is the sum of the back pressure and the head of
mud. The bottom hole pressure is the sum of the head of
gas, the head of mud and the back pressure. The head of the 
mud decreases because of expansion of the gas. The head of 
the gas is constant, regardless of the kick length, because 
of constant mass of gas in kick. The back pressure must 
increase to keep a constant bottom hole pressure.
The pressure at a point in the wellbore above the kick 
is the sum of the backpressure and the head of mud to that
point from the surface. The pressure at a point rises as
the back pressure rises, reaching a maximum when the top of 
the kick reaches that point. If the maximum pressure
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generated at a point exceeds the fracture resistance at that 
point, the kick cannot be circulated by routine methods.
To ensure that a kick can be circulated without
exceeding the fracture resistance of the formation at the 
casing shoe or of any other depth, a calculation must be
made. For the Driller's Method, illustrated in figure 6,
equation 8 is used with kick length defined as:
r = z T . .052 WKI VKI / CA . . .
11 ” .01875 G { PP - .052 MW (D - C - L) ; K }
where:
L = length of kick as kick top reaches casing shoe
z = average compressibility factor for the kick
T * average temperature of kick
G = specific gravity of the gas comprising the kick.
For the Wait and Weight Method using figure 7, the kick
tolerance equation is:
KT =-g (MWF - MWK) + MWK (1 - - ~ ^ A (MWP - MW) (10)
- ^ MWK - MW
where:
MWK = kill mud weight













- Kick top reaches casing shoe - Wait and 
Weight Method.
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The kick length is defined as:
01875 G (11)
.052 WKI LKI CAT / CA (12)052(MWK(D—C-L) - VS/CA (MWK - MW)
where:
CAI = the annular capacity of the drill collars.
If the kick tolerance for both the Driller's method and the 
Wait and Weight method is negative, the kick cannot be 
circulated by routine methods. For the purpose of this 
thesis, this is a critical kick.
Critical Kick and Conventional Solutions
A critical kick is defined as a kick which can be 
contained but cannot be circulated to the surface by routine 
methods, without causing wellbore or equipment to fail and 
possibly initiating an underground blowout. A list of the 
methods of dealing with critical kicks before and after an 
underground blowout is initiated as follows (after Goins, 
1983 and Adams, 1980):
barite pill 




- gunk and cement squeezes.
Reverse circulation of the kick through the drill 
string to the surface has also recently gained popularity. 
Reverse circulating a kick is possible if the expected 
pressures during circulation do not exceed the burst 
pressures of the drill pipe. Plugging the bit, especially 
if the nozzles are small, is a likely hazard.
A barite pill can be used before or after the 
initiation of an underground blowout. The pill is a barite 
suspension which is spotted in the annulus above the bottom 
of the hole and is of sufficient weight to hydrostatically 
kill the well. If used after an underground blowout has 
ensued, approximately three times the volume of the pill 
needed to control the well with no underground blowout is 
necessary because of the loss of mud into fractured 
formations. Some of the drawbacks to the use of a pill 
include the large amounts of barite needed and the danger of 
differentially sticking the pipe. Another consideration is 
that the volume of the drill string must be pumped before 
the pill is spotted in the annulus.
Low choke pressure methods include all kill procedures 
that use choke pressures below values necessary to prevent
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secondary kicks. Low choke pressures are used to avoid 
fracturing the wellbore or surface equipment. Low choke 
pressure methods are only advisable in low permeability 
areas. A highly permeable formation may produce a secondary 
kick that is much worse than the original kick, further 
complicating the well control problem.
A barite plug is a low choke pressure method in which a 
high density barite slurry is spotted in the bottom 500 feet 
of the wellbore. The barite settles out and forms an 
impermeable barrier to any additional gas flow. This 
enables the kick to be circulated at choke pressures below 
critical values.
Spotting a barite plug requires a short trip to avoid 
becoming stuck by barite that is settling out at the bottom 
of the hole. Any break in the circulation of the plug will 
result in the pipe being plugged by premature settling of 
the barite. After the barite settles out it is difficult to 
tell if gas flow is stopped while a kick is circulated with 
a low choke pressure. Possible influx of gas is masked by 
the expansion of the kick as it is circulated to the 
surface, because of the uncertainty in predicting accurately 
the choke pressures during the displacement of the kick.
Bullheading of the kick involves fracturing the source 
formation of the kick in the wellbore, and pumping the kick
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back into the formation. This procedure is especially 
useful if the presence of hydrogen sulfide is suspected in 
the kick, but if a long open-hole section exists, it is 
entirely possible to fracture the wrong formation and 
initiate an underground blowout.
A gunk squeeze is a diesel bentonite slurry that is 
used to plug a formation that is receiving flow from an 
underground blowout. A gunk or cement squeeze is used only 
after an underground blowout is initiated.
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SOLUTION BY PARTITION METHOD
To control a critical kick, it is proposed to circulate 
the kick in parts to the surface. This will minimize the 
risk to the well crew and the equipment, can be accomplished 
with existing oilfield equipment, and allows quick 
resumption of drilling operations, with minimal expense.
The gas kick is divided into two slugs. The top slug 
is circulated from the wellbore, then the bottom slug. Only 
one slug is allowed to expand, allowing more mud to remain 
in the hole, minimizing the choke pressures necessary to 
prevent a secondary kick and consequently minimizing the 
pressures in the well. If the second slug is not critical, 
it can be circulated as a normal kick. If it is a critical 
kick, it can be circulated with the Partition Method.
There are two methods that can be used to divide the 
slug into parts:
1) The pipe can be perforated at an optimal point 
within the kick, illustrated in figure 8, dividing 
the kick into separate slugs. The bit is 
intentionally plugged until the first slug is 











Figure 8 - Circulation of kick in parts.
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2) The pipe can be stripped to an optimal point in the 
wellbore. "A slug is circulated to the surface, the 
pipe is stripped back to bottom and the rest of the 
kick is circulated.
To ensure the lowest possible pressures in the 
wellbore, the kill mud should be circulated immediately 




To test the validity of the proposed solution, a model 
was developed for the circulation of a kick by both the
Driller's Method and the Wait and Weight Method. This model 
was then adapted for use in the circulation of the kick by 
the 'Partition Method'. A program was then written in 
Fortran on an IBM compatible machine. A listing for each of 
these programs is in Appendixes A and B.
Assumptions
To generate the highest pressures in the wellbore, the 
kick was assumed to be a singular gas slug which is
circulated to the surface without stringing out in the mud 
during circulation. Stringing the kick out in the annulus 
during circulation creates a gas-cut mud column, lengthens
the effective kick length, decreasing the average pressure
within the gas-cut region and lowering the maximum pressures 
generated during circulation. To simulate the circulation 
of a slug, the gas-slip velocity relative to the mud is 
assumed to be zero.
The gas gravity is varied as desired. The gas does not 
absorb or evolve with respect to the mud during circulation. 
The ideal gas law is used. The gas does no work and no gas
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is lost to formations in the open-hole section of the well 
during the displacement of the kick.
The temperature within the gas slug during circulation 
is assumed to be constant at the bottom hole temperature.
This is the worst case and is used because of the difficulty
in predicting temperatures in the well during circulation.
To define the initial conditions in the wellbore, it is 
assumed that:
1) The initial pit gain equals the initial volume of
the kick.
2) The kick is a single phase composed entirely of
gas.
3) The kick is a single slug.
4) The kick enters the wellbore at the bottom of the
hole.
5) The density of the mud in the annulus equals the
density of the mud in the drill pipe.
6) The gas does not migrate through the mud toward the
surface.
7) The initial readings are taken at static
conditions.
8) The standpipe and casing gauges are at the same
elevation.
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9) All pressures are gauge pressures.
10) The bit is on bottom when the kick is taken.
11) No back pressure valve is in the string above the
bit.
12) The drill string is full of mud.
13) The hole size equals the bit size.
14) The hole is vertical.
15) The annular geometry has constant dimensions.
During the circulation of the kick it is assumed that:
1) Newton's Laws of Motion apply.
2) No additional gas enters the wellbore.
3) Gas does not slip relative to the mud.
4) There is friction in the mud in both the annulus 
and the pipe.
5) The power law model is used to predict the friction 
pressure losses.
6) The gas is assumed to be frictionless.
7) The pressure varies throughout the length of the 
kick.
8) An incremental volume of mud is pumped between 
each set of finite element calculations.
9) Both the Driller's and the Wait and Weight methods
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can be used in the model.
10) The drilling mud between the kick and the kill mud 
is accounted for.
Model Components
The model separates the circulation of the kick into 6 
parts:
1) Definition of the initial conditions
2) Circulation of the kick from the initial conditions 
until the volume of the drill string has been 
pumped.
3) Circulation until the top of the kick reaches t h e  
casing shoe.
4) Circulation of the kick past the casing shoe.
5) Circulation until the kick reaches the surface.
6) Circulation of the kick out of the wellbore.
The model also accounts for a sequence of events other 
than the one stated above - such as the top of the kick 
reaching the casing shoe before the volume of the drill 
string has been circulated.
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Before the circulation of the kick out of the hole is 
initiated, the model defines the initial conditions in the 
wellbore. The pipe and the annular capacity of the 
wellbore, the internal volume of the drill string, the 
formation pressure, and the initial length and density of 
the kick are calculated.
The pipe capacity is:
CP “ 1029.5 (13)
where:
CP = the pipe capacity
ID = the internal diameter of pipe.
The annular capacity is:
HOLEOD2 - OD2
CA = 1029T 5 (14)
where:
HOLEOD = the hole diameter
OD « the outer diameter of the pipe.
The formation pore pressure is:
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PP = PSI + .052 MW D. (15)
The volume of the drill string is:
VS = CP D. (16)
The initial kick length is:
LKI « VKI / CA. (17)
The initial density of the kick is:
<18>
It is also desirable to know the mud velocities, the 
friction pressure losses in the annulus and the pipe, the 
pressure losses across the bit nozzles, and the bottom hole 
temperature.
The annular velocity for a given circulation rate is:
VANN =  LCR / 448.8-------  (19)
PI ((HOLEOD/24) - (OD/24) )
where:
VANN = the annular velocity
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LCR = the low circulation rate
PI = pi.
The average mud velocity within the pipe is:
VP = I 448-9 ' (20)
PI (ID/24)2
where:
VP = the pipe velocity.
The bottom hole temperature is:
T = ST + GRAD D (21)
where:
T = the bottom hole temperature
ST = the surface temperature
GRAD = the temperature gradient.
The frictional pressure drop in both the kill mud and 
the drilling mud is determined by the power law model for 
both annular and pipe flow. The rheology of the fluid 
system is defined by Fann Model 35 Data. From the dial 
readings at 600 and 300 rpms, the shear stress is determined 
by:
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T600 = .01067 DR600 (22)
T300 = .01067 DR300 (23)
where:
T600 = the shear stress at 600 rpm 
T300 = the shear stress at 300 rpm 
DR600 = the Fann VG 600 rpm dial reading 
DR300 = the Fann VG 300 rpm dial reading.
These values are used to determine the power law constants 
NPRIME and KV.
T T T m T M T  LN T 6 0 0  -  LN T30° M nNPRIME = LN 1022 - LN 511 (24)
where:




KV = the coefficient.
Figure 9 is used to modify KV for annular and pipe 
flow. These values are used to determine the Reynolds 














1.00 0.900.6 030.0 1.0
Figure 9 - Correlation diagram for pipe, annular section 
and rotational viscometer data. (After Craft, 
Holden and Graves, 1962)
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( HQLEOD - OP } NPRIME VANN(2 - NPRIME) m  
^ = 2 . 7 9 ------ U ---- ^NPRIME ^ -------------------  <26>
where:
NRA = the annular Reynolds Number 
KA = the annular coefficient
ID NPRIME (2 - NPRIME)
« ”  ■ 18 . m a w  KP-------------- <” >
where:
NRP = the pipe Reynolds Number 
KP = the pipe coefficient.
The Reynolds Number is used to determine the flow 
regime. If the Reynolds Number is greater than 2100, the 
flow is assumed to be turbulent. If the Reynolds Number is 
less than 2100, the flow is assumed to be laminar.
For laminar flow, a linear relationship is assumed 
between the friction factor and the Reynolds Number.
For pipe:
f = 16 / NRP 
where:




f = 24 / NRA (29)
For turbulent flow, the friction factor is determined 
by the modified Colebrook equation:
NR = the Reynolds Number.
The frictional pressure drop for either the annulus or the 
pipe can now be calculated.
The pressure drop across the bit nozzle is determined 
for a given mud weight, flow rate and pump speed:






PJET = the pressure drop across the bit nozzles
A = the cross-sectional area of the bit nozzles.
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The initial conditions are now defined for a given 
wellbore.
Initial Conditions to the Volume of Drillstrina being Pumped 
To define the conditions in the wellbore before the 
volume of the drillstring is pumped, the lengths of the 
annulus occupied by the mud and by the gas kick must be 
determined. Refer to figure 10. The pressures at the 
bottom hole, the casing shoe and the casing surface, and the 
standpipe are calculated.
The length of mud below the kick is calculated by:
L2 = Q / CA (32)
where:
L2 = the length of the drilling mud below the kick 
Q = the incremental volume pumped
The kick length is determined by:
 , T . .052 WKI LKI .
” 01875 G' ^  (1 (PP - .052 MW L2 + 50'
where:
LK = the kick length.












F ig u r e  10 -  W e llb o re  b e fo r e  d r i l l  s t r i n g  vo lu m e  i s  pum ped.
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LI - D - LK - L2 (34)
where:
LI = the length of the mud above the kick.
The casing surface pressure is then calculated:
PC = PP - .052 MWA (LI + L2) - .052 WKI LKI + 50 (35)
where:
PC = the casing surface pressure
MWA = the annular frictional equivalent drilling mud 
weight.
The casing shoe pressure is calculated:
PCAS - PC + .052 MWA C (36)
where:
PCAS = the casing shoe pressure.
The standpipe pressure is the sum of all the frictional 
pressure losses in the annulus and the pipe, the pressure 
drop across the bit nozzles and the casing surface choke, 
and the change in head between the drill string and the 
annulus. The annular head is:
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AH = .052 MW (LI + L2) + .052 WKI LKI (37)
where:
AH = the annular head.
The pipe head is:
PH = .052 MWK D Q / VS + .052 MW D (1 - Q / VS) (38)
where:
PH = the pipe head.
The pipe frictional pressure loss is:
PF = [(MWKP - MWK)D Q/VS+(MWP - MW) D (1 - Q/VS)].052
(39)
where:
PF = the frictional pressure loss in pipe
MWKP = the pipe frictional equivalent kill mud weight
MWP = the pipe frictional equivalent drlg. mud weight.
The annular friction pressure loss is:
AF = .052 (MWA - MW) (LI + L2) (40)
where:
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AF = the annular frictional loss
MWA = the annular frictional equivalent drilling 
weight.
The standpipe pressure is:
PS = PC + AH - PH + AF + PF + PJET (41)
where:
PS — the standpipe pressure.
The bottom hole pressure is determined by:
PD = PC + .052 MWA (D - LK) + .052 WKI LKI (42)
where:
PD = the bottom hole pressure.
Circulation until the Top of Kick Reaches Casing Shoe
To define the conditions in the wellbore after the 
volume of the drillstring is pumped and before the kill mud 
reaches the casing shoe, the lengths of the annulus occupied 
by the mud and by the gas kick must be determined. Refer to 
figure 11. Pressures at the bottom hole, the casing shoe, 
casing surface, and the standpipe are calculated.
The length of the kill mud below the kick is calculated
ER-3595
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BOTTOM SLUG OF KICK
F ig u r e  11 -  W e llb o re  as k ic k  re a c h e s  c a s in g  sho e .
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L3 = (Q - VS) / CA (43)
where:
L3 = the length of the kill mud below the kick.
The length of the drilling mud below the kick is determined 
by:
L2 = Q / CA - L3. (44)
The kick length is determined by:
T1C = , T . , .052 WKI LKI_______________
•01875 PP - .052(MW L2 - MWKA L3+50)'
(45)
The length of mud above the kick is then determined by:
LI = D - LK - L2 - L3. (46)
The casing surface pressure is then calculated:
PC = PP - .052 MWA (LI + L2) - .052 WKI LKI + 50 (47)
- .052 MWK L3.
The casing shoe pressure is calculated:
PCAS = PC + .052 MWA C. (48)
The standpipe pressure is the sum of all frictional
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losses in the annulus and the pipe, and the pressure drop
across the bit nozzles and the casing surface choke, and the
change in head between the drillstring and the annulus. The
annular head is :
AH * .052 MW (L1+L2) + .052 MWK L3 + .052 WKI LKI. (49) 
The pipe head is:
PH = .052 MWK D Q / VS + .052 MW D (1 - Q / VS). (50)
The pipe frictional loss is:
PF = [(MWKP - MWK)D Q/VS+(MWP - MW) D (1 - Q/VS)].052
(51)
The annular friction loss is:
AF = •052(MWA - MW)(LI + L2) + .052(MWKA - MWK)L3. (52)
The standpipe pressure is:
PS = PC + AH - PH + AF + PF + PJET. (53)
The bottom hole pressure is determined by:
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PD = PC + .052 MWA (L2 + LI) + .052 WKI LKI
+ .052 MWKA L3. (54)
Circulation of Kick Past Casing Shoe
The conditions in the wellbore, figure 12, are defined
in a very similar manner to the circulation before the kick
reaches the casing shoe. All the lengths and the pressures 
within the annulus are defined by exactly the same 
equations, with the exception of the casing shoe pressure. 
The casing shoe pressure reaches a maximum when the top of 
the kick is opposite the shoe and drops rapidly until the 
bottom of the kick reaches the casing shoe. The casing shoe 
pressure is defined as:
PCAS = (PC + .052 MWA LI) EXP (— ~5 G (55)
Circulation until Kick Reaches Surface
Once the kick is circulated past the casing shoe, 
figure 13, the surface casing pressure varies with the 
volume pumped as defined by equation 47, until the kick is 
produced at the surface. The standpipe pressure and the 
bottom hole pressure are defined by equations 48 through 53. 
Before the kill mud reaches the casing shoe, the casing shoe 















F ig u r e  12 -  C i r c u la t i o n  o f  k i c k  p a s t  c a s in g  sh o e .
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BOTTOM SLUG OF KICK
LK
F ig u re  13 -  C i r c u la t i o n  o f  k ic k  to  s u r fa c e .
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PCAS = PD - .052 MWKA L3 - .052 MWA (D - C - L). (56)
After the kill mud reaches the casing shoe, the casing 
shoe pressure is defined by:
PCAS = PD - .052 MWKA (D - C). (57)
Circulation of Kick from Wellbore
The conditions in the wellbore during the production of 
gas at the surface, figure 14, are defined by the same 
equations used before the kick reaches the surface, with the 
exception of the surface casing pressure:
PC = PB EXP(-.01875 G LK / T) + 5 0  (58)
where:
PB = PP - .052 (MWA L2 + MWKA L3) (59)
PB = the pressure at the bottom of the kick.
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F ig u r e  14 -  C i r c u la t i o n  o f  k i c k  fro m  w e l lb o r e .
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RESULTS
Well Configuration - Wait and Weight Method
The model for the circulation of a kick as a single 
slug and by parts using the Wait and Weight Method was 












Kill Mud Fann VG 600rpm Reading 
Kill Mud Fann VG 300rpm Reading 
Drlg. Mud Fann VG 600rpm Reading 
Drlg. Mud Fann VG 300rpm Reading 




















Circulation of Kick as a Slug bv Wait and Weight Method
The numerical results of a circulation of a slug by the 
Wait and Weight Method are presented in Appendix C. The 
maximum casing shoe pressure is 4125 psi and occurs when the 
top of the kick reaches the casing shoe. The casing shoe 
pressure vs. the volume pumped is plotted in figure 15.
The maximum casing surface pressure is 1840 psi and 
occurs when the top of the kick reaches the surface. The 
casing surface pressure vs. the volume pumped is plotted in 
figure 16.
The maximum kick length is 2830 ft and occurs when the 
top of the kick reaches the surface. The kick length vs. 
the volume pumped is plotted in figure 17.
The maximum pit gain is 199 bbls and occurs when the 
kick reaches the surface. The pit gain vs. the volume 
pumped is plotted in figure 18.
The maximum standpipe pressure is 3396 psi and occurs 
when the circulation is initiated. The standpipe pressure 
vs. the volume pumped is plotted in figure 19.
The bottom hole pressure is held constant at 9510 psi, 
50 psi greater than the formation pressure. The bottom hole 
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Figure 16 - Surface casing Pressure vs. volume pumped; 
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Circulation of Kick in Parts bv Wait and Weight Method
The numerical results of circulation of a kick by parts 
using the Wait and Weight Method are presented in Appendix 
D. The maximum casing shoe pressure is 3915 psi and occurs 
when the top of the first slug reaches the casing shoe. The 
casing shoe pressure is plotted vs. the volume pumped in 
figure 21.
The maximum casing surface pressure is 1400 psi and 
occurs when the top of the first slug reaches the surface. 
The casing surface pressure vs. volume pumped is plotted in 
figure 22.
The maximum kick length is 2164 ft and occurs when the 
top of the first slug reaches the surface. The kick length 
vs. the volume pumped is plotted in figure 23.
The maximum pit gain is 152 bbls and occurs when the 
top of the first slug reaches the surface. The pit gain vs 
the volume pumped is plotted in figure 24.
The maximum standpipe pressure is 3107 psi and occurs 
during the circulation of the second slug. The standpipe 
pressure vs. the volume pumped is plotted in figure 25.
The bottom hole pressure is held constant at 9510 psi, 
50 psi above the formation pressure. The bottom hole 
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Well Configuration - Driller's Method
The model for the circulation of a kick 
Driller's Method as a single slug and in parts was 
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Drlg. Mud Fann VG 600rpm Reading 
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Circulation of Kick as a Slug bv Driller's Method
The numerical results of circulation of a single slug 
by the Driller's Method are presented in Appendix E. The 
maximum casing shoe pressure is 4228 psi and occurs when the 
top of the kick reaches the casing shoe. The casing shoe 
pressure is plotted vs. the volume pumped in figure 27.
The maximum casing surface pressure is 1943 psi and
occurs when the kick top reaches the surface. The casing 
surface pressure vs. the volume pumped is plotted in 
figure 28.
The maximum kick length is 2666 ft and occurs when the 
top of the kick reaches the surface. The kick length vs. 
the volume pumped is plotted in figure 29.
The maximum pit gain is 188 bbls and occurs when the
top of the kick reaches the surface. The pit gain vs the
volume pumped is plotted in figure 30.
The maximum standpipe pressure is 3362 psi and occurs 
during the circulation of the second slug. The standpipe 
pressure vs. the volume pumped is plotted in figure 31.
The bottom hole pressure is held constant at 9510 psi, 
50 psi above the formation pressure. The bottom hole 
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Circulation of Kick in Parts bv Driller*s Method
The numerical results of circulation of a kick in parts 
by the Driller*s Method are presented in Appendix F. The 
maximum casing shoe pressure is 4028 psi and occurs when the 
top of the first slug reaches the casing shoe. The casing 
shoe pressure is plotted vs. the volume pumped in figure 33.
The maximum casing surface pressure is 1525 psi and 
occurs when the top of the first slug reaches the surface. 
The casing surface pressure vs. the volume pumped is plotted 
in figure 34.
The maximum kick length is 2009 ft and occurs when the
top of the first slug reaches the surface. The kick length
vs. the volume pumped is plotted in figure 35.
The maximum pit gain is 142 bbls and occurs when the
top of the first slug reaches the surface. The pit gain vs.
the volume pumped is plotted in figure 36.
The maximum standpipe pressure is 3362 psi and occurs 
when the circulation of the second slug is initiated. The 
standpipe pressure vs the volume pumped is plotted in figure 
37.
The bottom hole pressure is held constant at 9510 psi, 
50 psi above the formation pressure. The bottom hole 
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Comparison of Circulation of Kick in Parts and as a Slug
Assuming the location in the wellbore most susceptible
to failure is at the casing shoe, the circulation of a slug
«by the Driller's Method generates a maximum casing shoe 
pressure 200 psi greater than the circulation of a kick in 
parts by the Driller's method. This is a gain in kick 
tolerance for circulation of .77 ppg, if the Partition 
Method is used.
The circulation of a slug by the Wait and Weight Method 
generates a maximum casing shoe pressure 210 psi greater 
than circulation of a kick by parts using the Wait and 
Weight Method. This is a gain in the kick tolerance of 
.81 ppg, if the Partition Method is used.
The circulation of a slug by the Driller's Method 
generates a maximum casing shoe pressure that is 313 psi 
greater than the circulation of a kick by parts using the 
Wait and Weight Method. This is a gain in the kick 
tolerance of 1.2 ppg, if the Partition Method is used.
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Circulation of Kick with and without Accounting for
Frictional Pressure Losses
The casing shoe pressure vs. the volume pumped with and 
without frictional calculations has been plotted on the same 
graph. Figure 39 is a graphical representation of the
circulation of a kick as a slug by the Driller*s Method, 
with and without friction. The line following the path 
marked by the higher pressure is calculated neglecting 
friction. Figure 40 is a graphical representation of 
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Figure 39 - Graphical comparison of kick circulated by
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Figure 40 - Graphical comparison of kick circulated in 




1) The circulation of a kick with the Partition Method by 
either the Driller*s or Wait and Weight Method results 
in significantly lower pressures in the wellbore than 




To more accurately model the pressures in the wellbore 
during kick removal by the Partition Method, a model could 
be developed which includes the gas slip velocity with 
respect to the mud.
The Partition Method's application to a directional 
well could be studied.
An economic study could be made weighing the cost of 
the Partition Method versus other methods of controlling a 
kick. A design study could be made determining the 




PI - initial pressure
VI - initial volume
P2 - final pressure
V2 - final volume
PP - formation pressure, psi
MW - drilling mud weight, ppg
LM - length of mud in drill string, ft
PS I - initial standpipe pressure, psi
VKI - initial kick volume, bbls
VPIT - initial pit gain, bbls
LKI - initial kick length, ft
CA - annular capacity, bbls / ft
WKI - initial kick density, ppg
PCI - initial casing pressure, psi
MWP - maximum permissible pore pressure, ppg
KT - kick tolerance, ppg
C - casing depth or depth to weakest entity, ft
D - well depth, ft




L - Length of kick when top of kick reaches casing 
shoe, ft
z - average compressibility of kick
T - average temperature of kick
G - specific gravity of gas composing kick
MWK - kill mud weight, ppg
VS - volume of drill string, ppg
CAI - annular capacity of drill collars, bbls / ft
CP - pipe capacity, bbls / ft
ID - internal diameter of pipe, in
HOLEOD - hole diameter, in
OD - outer diameter of pipe, in
VANN - annular velocity, ft / sec
LCR - low circulation rate, gpm
PI - pi
VP - pipe velocity, ft / sec
ST - surface temperature, F
GRAD - temperature gradient, F / ft
T600 - shear stress at 600 rpm
T300 - shear stress at 300 rpm
DR600 - Fann VG 600 rpm dial reading
DR300 - Fann VG 300 rpm dial reading
NPRIME ■*- Exponential parameter
KV - coefficient
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NRA — annular Reynoldfs Number
KA - annular coefficient
NRP - pipe Reynold's Number
KP - pipe coefficient
f - friction factor
NR - Reynold's Number
PJET - pressure drop across bit nozzles, psi
A - area of bit nozzles, sq. in.
L2 - length of drilling mud below kick, ft
Q - incremental volume of mud pumped, bbls
LI - length of mud above kick, ft
PC - casing surface pressure, psi
MWA - annular frictional drilling mud weight, ppg
PCAS - casing shoe pressure, psi
AH - annular head, psi
PH - pipe head, psi
PF - pipe friction, psi
MWKP - pipe frictional equivalent kill mud weight, ppg
MWP - pipe frictional equivalent drilling weight, ppg
AF - annular frictional pressure loss, psi
PS - standpipe pressure loss, psi
PD - bottom hole pressure, psi
L3 - length of kill mud below kick, ft
PB - pressure at bottom of kick, psi
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APPENDIX A
Program Listing - Circulation of Kick as a Slug by the 



































THIS PROGRAM IS FOR KICK BEING CIRCULATED TO SURFACE USING EITHER THE DRILLER'S METHOD OR THE WAIT AND WEIGHT METHOD.
THIS PROGRAM MAKES THE FOLLOWING ASSUMPTIONS :




SUBROUTINE READB READS FROM FILE INFOR DATA FOR USE IN THE PROGRAM. THIS DATA IS: HOLEOD (HOLEOD) PIPE OD (OD), PIPE ID (ID), WELL DEPTH (D), CASING SHOE DEPTH (C), KILL MUD WEIGHT (MWK), DRILLING MUD WEIGHT (MW), INITIAL CASING PRESSURE (PCI), INITIAL STANDPIPE PRESSURE (PSI), PIT GAIN VOLUME (VKI), LOW CIRCULATION RATE PRESSURE (LCRP), GAS GRAVITY (G), FANN VG READINGS FOR LIGHT AND HEAVY MUD (DR600H, DR300H, DR600L, DR300L), LOW CIRCULATION RATE (LCR), PERFORATION AREA (A).
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C * INPUT AS REAL NUMBERS. *C * *
C  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
CALL READb(HOLEOD,00,ID,D,C,MWK,MW,PCI,PSI,VKI,LCRP,G,DR600H, +DR300H,DR600L,DR300L,LCR,A)WRITE(*,*) HOLEOD,OD,ID,D,C,MWK,MW,PCI,PSI,VKI,LCRP,G,DR600H, +DR3Q0H,DR600L,DR300L,LCR, A pause
C *************************************************************
C *C * SUBROUTINE CAP CALCULATES THE CAPACITY OF PIPEC * AND THE ANNULUS IN BBL/FT, THE FORMATION PRESSUREC * THE VOLUME OF THE PIPE, INITIAL KICK LENGTH, AND THEC * INITIAL DENSITY OF THE KICK.C *
C  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
call cap( HOLEOD,OD,ID,D,C,MWK,MW, + PCI,PSI,VKI,LCRP,G,+ cp,ca,pp,vs,lki,wki )
C *****************************************************************
C * *
c * SUBROUTINE VEL CALCULATES THE ANNULAR AND PIPE *C * VELOCITIES (VANN,VP). *
C * *
C  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
CALL VEL(LCR,HOLEOD,OD,ID,VANN,VP)
C  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C *
C * SUBROUTINE TEMP CALCULATES THE BOTTOM HOLE TEMP.C *
C  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
CALL TEMP(D,T)
C  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C *C * SUBROUTINE PFANN CALCULATES THE ANNULAR FRICTIONALC * PRESSURE DROP GRADIENT.C *
C  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ;
CALL PFANN(DR600H,DR3OOH,HOLEOD,OD,VANN,MWK,F,PGRADA,+KA3,NP3)
C PGAMWK IS KILL MUD FRIC PRESS LOSS GRAD IN ANNULUSPGAMWK - PGRADA
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 1
C *
C * SUBROUTINE PFANN CALCULATES THE ANNULAR FRICTIONALC * PRESSURE DROP GRADIENT.C *
C  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
CALL PFANN(DR600L,DR3OOL,HOLEOD,OD,VANN,MW,F,PGRADA, +KA3,NP3)




































SUBROUTINE PFPIPE CALCULATES THE PIPE FRICTIONAL *PRESSURE DROP GRADIENT. *
CALL PFPIPE(DR60OH,DR3 0OH,ID,VP,MWK,F,PGRADP) PGAMWK IS KILL MUD FRIC PRESS LOSS GRAD IN PIPE PGPMWK » PGRADP PPP » PGRADP * 10179
SUBROUTINE PFPIPE CALCULATES THE PIPE FRICTIONAL PRESSURE DROP GRADIENT.
CALL PFPIPE(DR600L,DR300L,ID,VP,MWK,F,PGRADP) PGAMWK IS DRLG MUD FRIC PRESS LOSS GRAD IN PIPE PGPMW - PGRADP PPPP » PGPMW * 10179
SUBROUTINE PFJET CALCULATES FRICTIONAL PRESSURE LOSS ACROSS THE ORIFICE AS A FUNCTION OF MW (PPG), LOW CIRCULATION RATE (GPM), CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA (SQU. IN.), AND COEFFICIENT OF DISCHARGE FOR THE ORIFICE.
CALL PFJET(MW,LCR,A,PFJETL)CALL PFJET(MWK,LCR,A ,PFJETH)WRITE(*,*)'PFJETL,PFJETH7 WRITE(*,*)PFJETL,PFJETH PAUSE
MWKA =» MWK + PGAMWK/. 052 MWA =■ MW + PGAMW/. 052 MWKP « MWK + PGPMWK/.052 MWP » MW + PGPMW/.052
mwka =* mwk 
mwa » aw 
awkp -  mwk 
awp =» mwWRITE(*,*)'MWKA,MWA,MWKP,MWP,MW,MWK' WRITE(*,*)MWKA,MWA,MWKP,MWP,MW,MWK PAUSE
L3-0.0Q*0CONTINUE
*
















SUBROUTINE PREMUD CALCULATES LENGTH OF LIGHT MUD ABOVE KICK (LI), KICK LENGTH (LK), LENGTH OF LIGHT MUD BELOW KICK (L2), CHOKE PRESSURE (PC),STANDPIPE PRESSURE (PS), BOTTOM HOLE PRESSURE (PD) AND PRESSURE AT THE CASING SHOE (PCAS).
IF KICKTOP REACHES CASING SHOE BEFORE HEAVY MUD REACHES BIT, PREMUD RETURNS TO CONTROL PROGRAM.
CALL PREMUD(Q,VS,CA,WKI,LKI,PP,MW,G,D,C,PFJETL,MWK,PSI,LI,PC,PCAS, +PD,PS,LK,T,L2,MWKA,MWKP,MWA,MWP)IF (LI .LT. C)THEN GOTO 1ENDIF
IF(Q.LT.VS)THENPITVOL - LK * CAWRITE(12,12)Q ,LI,PC,PCAS,PD,PS,LK,PITVOL Q =» Q + 5 GOTO SENDIF
CONTINUE
WRITE(*,*)'PREMUD DONE'
SUBROUTINE MUDBIT IS USED AFTER HEAVY MUD REACHES BIT AND BEFORE KICKTOP REACHES CASING SHOE
SUBROUTINE MUDBIT CALCULATES LENGTH OF LIGHT MUD ABOVE KICK (LI) , KICK LENGTH (LK) , LENGTH OF LIGHT MUD BELOW KICK (L2), CHOKE PRESSURE (PC),STANDPIPE PRESSURE (PS), BOTTOM HOLE PRESSURE (PD) AND PRESSURE AT THE CASING SHOE (PCAS).
IF (Q .LT. VS) THEN GOTO 4ENDIF 2 CONTINUE
CALL MUDBIT(MWK,MW,VS,CA,D,C,PSI,G,LKI,WKI,PP,Q,LI,PC,PCAS, +PD,PS,LK,T,L2,L3,MWKA,MWKP,MWA,MWP,PFJETH)IF (LI .GT. C)THENPITVOL - LK * CAWRITE(12,12)Q,LI,PC,PCAS,PD,PS,LK,PITVOL Q - Q + 5 GOTO 2ENDIF 4 CONTINUEWRITE(*,*)'MUDBIT DONE'IF(Q.LT.VS)THEN L3=*0.0

















SUBROUTINE KTSHOE IS CALLED WHEN THE KICK IS OPPOSITE THE CASING SHOE.
SUBROUTINE KTSHOE CALCULATES LENGTH OF LIGHT MUD ABOVE KICK (LI), KICK LENGTH (LK), LENGTH OF LIGHT MUD BELOW KICK (L2), CHOKE PRESSURE (PC),STANDPIPE PRESSURE (PS), BOTTOM HOLE PRESSURE (PD) AND PRESSURE AT THE CASING SHOE (PCAS).
CALL KTSHOE(MWX,MW,VS,CA,D,C,PSI,G,LKI,WKI,+PP,Q,LI,PC,PCAS,PD,PS,LK,T,L2,L3,CP,PFJETL,PFJETH,MWKA,MWKP, +MWA,MWP)
CCC - LI + LK IF (C .GT. CCC )THEN GOTO 3ENDIFPITVOL - LK * CAWRITE(12,12)Q,LI,PC,PCAS,PD,PS,LK,PITVOL Q - Q + 5 GOTO 7 ENDIFENDIFWRITE(*,*)'KTSHOE DONE'CONTINUEIF (C .GT. Ll+LK) THEN
SUBROUTINE KICSHOE IS USED AFTER BOTTOM OF KICK HAS REACHED THE CASING SHOE.
SUBROUTINE KICSHOE CALCULATES LENGTH OF LIGHT MUD ABOVE KICK (LI), KICK LENGTH (LK), LENGTH OF LIGHT MUD BELOW KICK (L2), CHOKE PRESSURE (PC),STANDPIPE PRESSURE (PS), BOTTOM HOLE PRESSURE (PD) AND PRESSURE AT THE CASING SHOE (PCAS).
CALL KICSHOE(CA,C,VS,D,MW,MWK,WKI,LKI,LI,PC,PCAS,PD,PS,Q,LK,L3,T , +PP,G,MWKA,MWKP,MWA,MWP,PFJETL,PFJETH,CP,PSI)ELSEWRITE(*,*)'DISASTER'PAUSEENDIFA » C A * D - L K * C A  IF(Q .GT. A)THENWRITE(*,*)'KICSHOE DONE'GOTO 13ENDIF
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PITVOL - LK * CA WRITE(12,12)Q,LI,PC,PCAS,PD,PS,LK,PITVOL Q - Q + 5 GOTO 3 13 CONTINUE
C  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C *C * SUBROUTINE KICKCHOKE IS USED AFTER THE KICK REACHESC * SURFACE AND IS CIRCULATED FROM THE HOLE.C *C * SUBROUTINE KICKCHOKE CALCULATES LENGTH OF LIGHT MUDC * ABOVE KICK (LI), KICK LENGTH (LK), LENGTH OF LIGHTC * MUD BELOW KICK (L2), CHOKE PRESSURE (PC),C * STANDPIPE PRESSURE (PS), BOTTOM HOLE PRESSURE (PD)C * AND PRESSURE AT THE CASING SHOE (PCAS).C *
C  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
CALL KICCHOKE(VS,CA,MW,MWK,G,D,C,PP,LI,PC,+ PCAS,PD,PS,Q,LK,L3,T,L2,MWA,MWKA)12 FORMAT(I4,7F10.3)
BBB-CA*DIF(Q.GT.BBB)THENPITVOL - LK * CAWRITE(12,12)Q,LI,PC,PCAS,PD,PS,LKIII,PITVOL WRITE(*,20)Q20 FORMAT(IX,'THE KICK IS CIRCULATED AFTER',IX,14,IX,'BARRELS')STOP ENDIF
PITVOL - LK * CA WRITE(12,12)Q,LI,PC,PCAS,PD,PS,LK,PITVOL

















SUBROUTINE PREMUD IS USED BEFORE THE HEAVY MUD REACHES THE BIT. AFTER HEAVY MUD REACHES BIT, PREMUD RETURNS TO CONTROL PROGRAM BEFORE MAKING CALCULATIONS.
SUBROUTINE PREMUD CALCULATES LENGTH OF LIGHT MUD ABOVE KICK (LI), KICK LENGTH (LK), LENGTH OF LIGHT MUD BELOW KICK (L2), CHOKE PRESSURE (PC),STANDPIPE PRESSURE (PS), BOTTOM HOLE PRESSURE (PD) AND PRESSURE AT THE CASING SHOE (PCAS).










INTEGER I,NO,Ql 5 CONTINUE
IF(Q1.GT.VS1)THEN RETURNENDIFL2A-Q1/CA1L21-L2AY»1.0-(.052*WKIl*LKIl/(PPl-.052*MWAl*L2A+50.0)) LKI- -(Tl/(.01875*Gl))*alog(Y)
L1A-D1-L2A-LX1
IF(L1A.LT.Cl)THEN GOTO IIENDIFPC1-PP1-.052*MWA1*(L1A+L2A)-.052*WKIl*LKIl+50.0PF-((MWKP1-MWK1)*D1*Q1/VS1+(MWP1-MW1)*D1*(1-Q1/VS1))*.052AH - .052 * MW1 * (L1A+L21) + .052 * (WKI1*LKI1)AF - .052 * (MWA1-MW1) * (L1A+L2A)PH - -.052 * MWK1 * D1 * Q1/VS1 - .052 * MW1 * D1 * (1-Q1/VS1) PSI » PCI + AF + PH + PFJETL + PF + AHPD1 « PCI + .052 * MWA1 * (Dl—LKI) + .052 * WKI1 * LKI1 PCAS1 - PCI + .052 * MWA1 * Cl 11 CONTINUE RETURN END
SUBROUTINE MUDBIT IS USED AFTER HEAVY MUD REACHES BIT AND BEFORE KICXTOP REACHES CASING SHOE
SUBROUTINE MUDBIT CALCULATES LENGTH OF LIGHT MUD ABOVE KICK (LI), KICK LENGTH (LK), LENGTH OF LIGHT MUD BELOW KICK (L2), CHOKE PRESSURE (PC), ^STANDPIPE PRESSURE (PS), BOTTOM HOLE PRESSURE (PD) AND PRESSURE AT THE CASING SHOE (PCAS).
SUBROUTINE MUDBIT(MWK1,MW1,VS1,CA1,Dl,Cl,PSI1,G1,LKI1,WKI1, +PP1,Q1,L1A,PCI,PCAS1,PD1,PS1,LKI,T1,L21,L31,MWKA1,MWKP1,MWA1, +MWP1,PFJETH)IMPLICIT REAL*4(A-Z)INTEGER I,NOrQl IF(Q.LT.VS)THEN L31-0.0RETURNENDIF
L31»(Q1-VS1)/CA1L21-Q1/CA1-L31Y»l.0-(.052*WKI1*LKI1/(PP1-.052*MWA1*L21-.052*MWKA1*L31+50.0)) LKI- -(T1/(.01875*G1))*alog(Y)
L1A—D1-L21-LK1-L31PC1-PP1-.052*MWA1*(L1A+L21)-.052*MWKA1*L31-.052*WKIl*LKIl+50.0 AAA « (MWA1-MW1)*(L21+L1A)AAAA-PC1+.052*(MWK1*L31+WKI1*LKI1+MW1*(L21+L1A)-MWK1*D1)PS1—PFJETH+.052*((MWKP1-MWK1)*D1+(MWKA1-MWK1)*L31+AAA)+AAAA
ARTHUR LAKES LIBRARY 















SUBROUTINE KICSHOE IS USED AFTER BOTTOM OF KICK HAS REACHED THE CASING SHOE.
SUBROUTINE KICSHOE CALCULATES LENGTH OF LIGHT MUD ABOVE KICK (LI), KICK LENGTH (LK), LENGTH OF LIGHT MUD BELOW KICK (L2), CHOKE PRESSURE (PC),STANDPIPE PRESSURE (PS), BOTTOM HOLE PRESSURE (PD) AND PRESSURE AT THE CASING SHOE (PCAS).
SUBROUTINE KICSHOE(CA1,Cl,VSX,D1,MW1,MWK1,WKI1,LKI1,LI1,PCI,PCAS1, +PD1,PSI,Q1,LKI,L31,T1,PP1,G1,MWKA1,MWKP1,MWA1,MWP1,PFJETL,PFJETH, +CP1,PSI1)IMPLICIT REALM (A-Z)INTEGER Q1IF (VS1 .GT. Q1)THEN L31 -0.0 PJET -PFJETL LL - Dl - Q1/CP1EI*SE
L31— (Ql—VS1)/CA1 PJET - PFJETH LL - 0.0ENDIFL21-Q1/CA1-L31
Y-l.0-(.052*WKI1*LKI1/(PP1-.052*MWA1*L21-.052*MWKA1*L31+50.0))LKI- -(Tl/(.01875*G1))*alog(Y)Lll—D1-L21-LK1-L31
PC1-PP1-.052*MWA1*(L11+L21)-.052*MWKA1*L31-.052*WKIl*LKIl+50.0 AF - .052 * ((MWKA1-MWK1) * L31 + (MWA1-MW1) * (L11+L21))HEAD - .052*(MWK1*(Dl-LL)+MW1*LL-WKI1*LKI1-MW1*(L21+L11)-MWK1*L31) PF - .052 * ((MWKP1 - MWK1) * (Dl-LL) + (MWP1-MW1) * LL)PSI - PJET + PF + PCI + AF - HEAD A—L11+LK1+L21PD1-PC1+.052 *MWA1*(L11+L21) +.052 *MWKA1*L31+.05 2 *WKI1*LKI1 IF(Cl.GT.A)THENPCAS1-PD1-.052 *MWKA1*(Dl-Cl)ELSEPCAS1-PD1-.052*MWKA1*L31-.052*MWA1*(D1-C1-L31)ENDIFRETURNEND
SUBROUTINE KTSHOE IS CALLED WHEN THE KICK IS OPPOSITE THE CASING SHOE.













ABOVE KICK (LI), KICK LENGTH (LK), LENGTH OF LIGHT MUD BELOW KICK (L2), CHOKE PRESSURE (PC),STANDPIPE PRESSURE (PS), BOTTOM HOLE PRESSURE (PD) AND PRESSURE AT THE CASING SHOE (PCAS).
SUBROUTINE KTSHOE(MWK1,MW1,VSI,CA1,Dl,Cl,PSI1,G1,LKI1,WKI1,+PP1,Q1,L1A,PCI,PCAS1,PD1,PSI,LKI,T1,L21,L31,CPI,PFJETL,PFJETH, +MWKA1,MWKP1,MWA1,MWP1)IMPLICIT R£AL*4(A-Z)INTEGER Q1 CALL TEMP(Di,Tl)
IF(Q.LT. VS)THEN L31=0.0 PJET = PFJETL LL = (Dl - Q1/CP1)ELSE!L31»(Q1-VS1)/CA1 LL - 0.0 PJET = PFJETHENDIF
L21-Q1/CA1-L31Y-1.0-(.052*WKI1*LKI1/(PP1-.052+MWA1*L21-.052*MWKA1*L31+50.0))LKI- -(Tl/(.01875*Gl))*alog(Y)L1A-D1-L21-LK1-L31PC1-PP1-.052+MWA1*(L1A+L21)-.052*MWKA1*L31-.052*WKIl*LKIl+50.0
AF - .052 * ((MWKA 1-MWK1) * L31 + (MWA1-KW1) * (L1A+L21))HEAD - .052*(MW1*(L21+L1A)+WKI1*LKI1+MWK1*L31-MWK1*(Dl-LL)-MW1*LL) PF => .052 * ((MWKP1-MWK1) * (Dl-LL) + (MWP1-MW1) *LL)PS1-PJET + PCI + AF + PF + HEAD
Z».01875*G1*(C1-L1A)/T1 PCAS1—(PC1+.052*MWA1*L1A)*EXP(Z)PD1-PC1+.Q52*MWA1*(D1-L31-LK1)+.052*WKI1*LKI1+.052*MWKA1*L31RETURNEND
SUBROUTINE KICCHOKE IS USED AFTER THE KICK REACHES SURFACE AND IS CIRCULATED FROM THE HOLE.
SUBROUTINE KICCHOKE CALCULATES LENGTH OF LIGHT MUD ABOVE KICK (LI), KICK LENGTH (LK), LENGTH OF LIGHT MUD BELOW KICK (L2), CHOKE PRESSURE (PC),STANDPIPE PRESSURE (PS), BOTTOM HOLE PRESSURE (PD) AND PRESSURE AT THE CASING SHOE (PCAS).
SUBROUTINE KICCHOKE(VS1,CA1,MW1,MWK1,G1,Dl,Cl,PP1,Lll,PCI,PCAS1, +PD1,PS1,Q1,LKI, L31, T1, L21,MWA1,MWKA1)













L31=(Q1-VS1)/CA1L21=»Q1/CA1-L31Lll-0.0LX1=D1-L31-L21PB-PP1-.052*(MWA1*L21+MWKA1*L31) PC1=»PB*EXP(-.01875*G1*LK1/T1) + 50.0
IF (PCI .LT. 0.0)THEN PCI - 0.0ENDIF
IF (LKI .LT. 0.0)THEN LKI - 0.0ENDIF
BB-D1-C1IF(L31.LT.BB)THENPCAS1=*PD1- ( . 052*MWKA1*L31+. 052*MWA1* (D1-C1-L31) ) ELBEPCAS1-PD1-.052*MWKA1*(Dl-Cl)ENDIFRETURNEND
SUBROUTINE TEMP(D,T) IMPLICIT REAL*4(A-Z) T»60.0+460.0+(.02*D) RETURN END


















SUBROUTINE CAP CALCULATES THE CAPACITY OF PIPE AND THE ANNULUS IN BBL/FT, THE FORMATION PRESSURE THE VOLUME OF THE PIPE, INITIAL XICX LENGTH, AND THE INITIAL DENSITY OF THE XICX.
SUBROUTINE cao( HOLEO,0D1,ID1,Dl,Cl,MWK1,MW1,+ PC11, PSI1, VXI1, LiCRPl, G1,+ cpl,cal,ppl,vsi,lkil,wkii)IMPLICIT REAL*4 (A-Z)
CPI - ( ID1**2.0 ) / 1029.5CA1 - ( HOLEO**2.0 - 001**2.0 ) / 1029.5PP1 - PSI1 + .052 * MW1 * DlVS1 - CPI * DlLKI1 * VKI1 / CA1WKI1 * MW1 - ( PCI1 - PSI1 ) / ( .052 * LKI1 ) WRITE(*,*) CPI,CA1,PP1,VS1,LXI1,WKI1,VANN1,VP1
PAUSEreturnend
SUBROUTINE READB READS FROM FILE INFOR DATA FOR USE IN THE PROGRAM. THIS DATA IS: HOLEOD (HOLEOD) PIPE 00 (OD), PIPE ID (ID), WELL DEPTH (D), CASING SHOE DEPTH (C), KILL MUD WEIGHT (MWK), DRILLING MUD WEIGHT (MW), INITIAL CASING PRESSURE (PCI), INITIAL STANDPIPE PRESSURE (PSI), PIT GAIN VOLUME (VKI), LOW CIRCULATION RATE PRESSURE (LCRP), GAS GRAVITY (G), FANN VG READINGS FOR LIGHT AND HEAVY MUD (DR600H, DR300H, DR600L, DR300L), LOW CIRCULATION RATE (LCR)
subroutine readb(HOLEOD,OD,ID,D,C,MWK,MW,PCI,PSI,VKI,LCRP,G, +DR600H,DR300H,DR600L,DR300L,LCR,A)IMPLICIT R£AL*4(A-Z)INTEGER Iopen(11,file-'infor',status-'old')READ(11,1)HOLEOD,OD,ID,D,C,MWK,MW,PCI,PSI,VKI,LCRP,G, +0R600H,DR300H,DR600L,DR300L,LCR, A close(11,status— 'keep')1 format(1£12.2)
returnend
SUBROUTINE FRICP(DR6001,DR3001,ID1,VI, MW2,FI)IMPLICIT REAL*4(A-Z)
T600 - DR6001*.01067 T300 - DR3001*.01067NPRIME - (ALOG(T600)-ALOG(T300))/(ALOG(1022.)-ALOG(511.))
ER-3595 109
KV - TS00/(1022.**NPRIME) 
CALL XVXP(NPRIME,XV,KA, KP)
NRP - I.86*(ID1/12.)**NPRIME*V1**(2.-NPRIME)*MW2/((8.**NPRIME)*KP)
IF (NRP .LT. 2100.) THEN FI - 16./NRP RETURNELSE F2 -0.5 2 CONTINUEA » (4.0/NPRIME**0.75)*ALOG10(NRP*F2**(1.-NPRIME/2.))
FI -1./((A-(.4/(NPRIME**1.2)))**2.0)IF (ABS(F1-F2) .LT. 0.00001)THEN RETURNELSEF2 - (FI + F2) / 2.GOTO 2 ENDIF ENDIF 1 CONTINUERETURN END
SUBROUTINE FRICAN(DR600L,DR300L,HOLEOl,OD1,VI,MW2,FI,NPRIME, +KA)IMPLICIT REAL*4(A-Z)
T600 - DR600L*.01067 
T300 - DR300L*.01067
NPRIME - (ALOG(TSOO)-ALOG(T300))/(ALOG(1022.)-ALOG(511.))KV - T600/(1022.**NPRIME)
CALL KVKP(NPRIME,KV,KA,KP)NRA - 2.79*(((HOLEOl-ODl)/12.)**NPRIME)*V1**(2.-NPRIME)*MW2 +• /(12.**NPRIM£*KA)
IF (NRA .LT. 2100.)THEN F1-24./NRA RETURNELSEF2 - O.S 2 CONTINUEA - (4.0/NPRIME**0.75)*ALOG(NRP*F2**(l.-NPRIME/2.))FI - l/(( A-(.4/(NPRIME**1.2)))**2.0)IF (F1-F2 .LT. 0.001)THEN RETURNELSEF2 - (FI + F2) / 2.GOTO 2 ENDIF ENDIF 1 CONTINUERETURN END




SUBROUTINE PFPIPE (DR6003,DR3 003,ID3,V2,MW4,F3,FGRADP) IMPLICIT REALM (A-Z)CALL FRICP(DR6003,DR3003,ID3,V2,MWA,F3)FGRADP » F3 * MW4 * V2 ** 2. / (25.3 * (ID3))RETURNEND
SUBROUTINE KVKP(NP,KV1,KA1,XP1)IMPLICIT REAL *4(A-Z)
INTEGER I
C REFERENCE CRAFT HOLDEN AND GRAVES PG. 76
DIMENSION A(8), 3(8), C(8)
DATA A/0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5,0.6,0.8,1.0/DATA B/0.937,0.914,0.91,0.914,0.923,0.935,0.965,1.0/ DATA C/0.989,0.97,0.966,0.966,0.968,0.972,0.985,1.0/
DO 1 I - 2,3
IF (NP .LT. A(I) .OR. I .EQ. 8) THENXP1 - KV1/(((B(I-1)-B(I))/(A(I-1)-A(I)))*+ (NP—A(I))+B(I))
KA1 - KP1/(((C(I-l)-C(I))/(A(I-l)—A(I)))*+ (NP—A(I))+C(I))
RETURNENDIF 1 CONTINUE RETURN END
SUBROUTINE PFJET(MW2,QQ,AA,PFJET1)IMPLICIT REALM (A-Z)PFJET1 « MW2 * QQ ** 2. / (12032. * (.9025) * AA ** 2.)RETURNEND
SUBROUTINE VEL(LCR1,HOLEO,OD1,ID1,VANN1,VP1)
IMPLICIT REALM(A-Z)









- Circulation of Kick in Parts by the 







































THIS PROGRAM IS FOR CASS OF KICX BEING SEPARATED INTO 2 INDIVIDUAL SLUGS WHICH ARE CIRCULATED 
INDIVIDUALLY OUT OF THE WELLBORE.
THIS PROGRAM MAKES THE FOLLOWING ASSUMPTIONS :
1. INITIAL PIT GAIN EQUALS INITIAL VOLUME OF KICK.
2. DENSITY OF MUD IN ANNULUS EQUALS DENSITY OF MUD IN PIPE.
3. RECORDED PRESSURES ARE GAUGE PRESSURE MOT ABSOLUTE.
4. ASSUME GAUGES ARE SAME ELEVATION.
5. INITIAL READINGS TAKEN AT STATIC CONDITIONS.
6. BIT ON BOTTOM WITH JETS
7. NO BACX PRESSURE VALVE AT BIT.
8. KICK ENTERS ANNULUS AT BOTTOM HOLE.
9. HOLE SIZE EQUALS BIT SIZE.10. KICK IS A SLUG; PUMPS MOT RUNNING WHEN KICK TAKEN.
11. KICK DOES NOT MIGRATE.
12. DRILL STRING FULL OF MUD.
13. GAS DOES MOT ENTER DRILL STRING.
14. MUD HAS NOT DRAINED OUT OF DRILL STRING.
15. HOLE IS VERTICAL.
16. NEWTON'S LAWS OF MOTION APPLY.
17. KICK IS ONLY GAS.
18. NO GAS ABSORPTION OR EVOLUTION.
19. GAS IS IDEAL.
20. GAS TEMPERATURE IS CONSTANT DURING REMOVAL OF KICK.
21. PRESSURE VARIES THROUGH LENGTH OF KICK.
22. GAS MOLECULAR WEIGHT IS INPUT.
23. NO JOULE-THOMPSON EFFECT.
24. GAS DOES NO WORK DURING REMOVAL.
25. GAS IS MOT LOST TO FORMATION.
26. FRICTION IS ACCOUNTED FOR IN MUD SECTION OF ANN. AND IN PIPE.
27. GAS IS ASSUMED FRICTIONLESS DURING CIRCULATION.
28. NO ADDITIONAL GAS ENTERS WELLBORE DURING CIRCULATION.
29. PROGRAM DOES BOTH THE DRILLER'S AND WAIT AND WEIGHT METHODS.
30. PROGRAM PUMPS INCREMENTAL VOLUME OF KICX, THEN CALCULATES.
31. DRILLING MUD BETWEEN KILL MUD AND KICK IS ACCOUNTED FOR.
32. FLOW THROUGH PERFORATIONS AND NOZZLES IS CONTROLLED.
33. PERFORATIONS ARE AT SAME DEPTH.
34. NOZZLES ARE PLUGGED BEFORE MUD IS PUMPED THROUGH PERFS.
35. UPPER HALF OF KICX IS PUMPED; THEN BOTTOM HALF.
36. ANNULUS FILLED WITH KILL MUD BEFORE SECOND SLUG IS PUMPED.




























INITIAL STANDPIPE PRESSURE (PSI), PIT GAIN 
VOLUME (VKI), LOW CIRCULATION RATE PRESSURE (LCRP), 
GAS GRAVITY (G), FANN VG READINGS FOR LIGHT AND HEAVY 
MUD (DR600H, DR300H, DR600L, DR300L), LOW CIRCULATION 
RATE (LCR), ORIFICE AREA AND COEFFICIENT (A, CD) .
AND PERFORATION AREA (AA). INPUT AS REAL NUMBERS.
CALL READb(HOLEOD,00,ID,D,C,MWK,MW,PCI,PSI,VKI,LCRP,G,DR600H, 
+DR300H,DR600L,DR300L,LCR,A,CD,AA)
WRITE(*,*) HOLEOD,00,ID, D,C,MWK,MW,PCI, PSI,VKI,LCRP,G ,DR600H, 
+DR300H,DR600L,DR300L,LCR,A,CD, AA
pause
QQ - 0AAA » AA
CD > .60
* SUBROUTINE CAP CALCULATES THE CAPACITY OF PIPE
* AND THE ANNULUS IN BBL/FT, THE FORMATION PRESSURE
* THE VOLUME OF THE PIPE, INITIAL KICX LENGTH, AND THE
* INITIAL DENSITY OF THE KICX.
call cap( HOLEOD,OD,ID,D,C,MWK,MW, 
+ PCI,PSI,VKI,LCRP,G,
+ cp, ca, pp, vs, Iki, vlci )
*
** SUBROUTINE TEMP CALCULATES THE BOTTOM HOLE TEMP. *
CALL TEMP(D,T)
*






* SUBROUTINE PERF CALCULATES THE DENSITY, LENGTH,* VOLUME FOR THE TOP HALF OF THE KICX. IT ALSO
* CALCULATES THE DEPTH TO A POINT HALFWAY DOWN THE





























WRITE(*, *)D,LXI,G,C, LI,T ,PP,MW,PCI,PSI,VKI,DPERF,PDPERF,
+DPERF,PDPERF,WKI,WKI2
PAUSE




SUBROUTINE PFANN CALCULATES THE ANNULAR FRICTIONAL 
PRESSURE DROP GRADIENT, USING THE POWER LAW MODEL.
CONTINUE
CALL PFANN(DR600H,DR300H,HOLEOD,OD,VANN,MWX,F,PGRADA, +KA3,NP3)
PGAMWK IS KILL MUD FRIC PRESS LOSS GRAD IN ANNULUS PGAMWK =* PGRADA
SUBROUTINE PFANN CALCULATES THE ANNULAR FRICTIONAL 
PRESSURE DROP GRADIENT, USING THE POWER LAW MODEL.
CALL PFANN(DR600L,DR300L,HOLEOD,OD,VANN,MW,F,PGRADA, 
+KA3,NP3)
PGAMW IS DRLG MUD FRIC PRESS LOSS GRAD IN ANNULUS PGAMW - PGRADA
SUBROUTINE PFPIPE CALCULATES THE PIPE FRICTIONAL 
PRESSURE DROP GRADIENT, USING THE POWER LAW MODEL.
CALL PFPIPE(DR600H,DR300H,ID,VP,MWK,F,PGRADP)
C PGAMWK IS KILL MUD FRIC PRESS LOSS GRAD IN PIPE 
PGPMWK « PGRADP 
































PGAMWK IS DRLG MUD FRIC PRESS LOSS GRAD IN PIPE 
PGPMW - PGRADP 
PPPP » PGPMW * 10179
SUBROUTINE PFJET CALCULATES FRICTIONAL PRESSURE 
LOSS ACROSS THE ORIFICE AS A FUNCTION OF MW 
(PPG), LOW CIRCULATION RATE (GPM), CROSS-SECTIONAL 




WRITE( *, *) 'PFJETL, PFJETH,MW,MWK,LCR,AAA,CD' 
WRITE(*,*)PFJETL,PFJETH,MW,MWK,LCR,AAA,CD
MWKA - MWK + PGAMWK/.052 
MWA - MW PGAMW/. 052 






SUBROUTINE PREMUD IS USED BEFORE THE HEAVY MUD REACHES THE BIT. AFTER HEAVY MUD REACHES BIT, 
PREMUD RETURNS TO CONTROL PROGRAM BEFORE MAKING 
CALCULATIONS.
SUBROUTINE PREMUD CALCULATES LENGTH OF LIGHT MUD 
ABOVE KICK (LI), KICK LENGTH (LK) , LENGTH OF LIGHT 
MUD BELOW KICK (L2), CHOKE PRESSURE (PC),
STANDPIPE PRESSURE (PS), BOTTOM HOLE PRESSURE (PD) 
AND PRESSURE AT THE CASING SHOE (PCAS) .
IF KICKrOP REACHES CASING SHOE BEFORE HEAVY MUD 
REACHES BIT, PREMUD RETURNS TO CONTROL PROGRAM.
CALL PREMUD(Q,VS,CA,WKX,LKI,PP,MW,G,D,C,PFJETL,MWK,PSI,LI,PC,PCAS, +PD,PS,LK,T,L2,MWKA,MWKP,MWA,MWP,DS)




q . q +  Q Q  




























SUBROUTINE MUDBIT IS USED AFTER HEAVY MUD REACHES 
BIT AND BEFORE KICXTOP REACHES CASING SHOE
SUBROUTINE MUDBIT CALCULATES LENGTH OF LIGHT MUD 
ABOVE KICX (LI), KICX LENGTH (LX), LENGTH OF LIGHT 
MUD BELOW KICX (L2), CHOKE PRESSURE (PC),
STANDPIPE PRESSURE (PS), BOTTOM HOLE PRESSURE (PD) 
AND PRESSURE AT THE CASING SHOE (PCAS).
IF (Q .LT. VS) THEN 
GOTO 4ENDIF
CONTINUE
CALL MUDBIT(MWK,MW,VS,CA,D,C,PSI,G,LXI,WKI,PP,Q, LI,PC,PCAS, 
+PD,PS,LK,T,L2,L3,MWKA,MWKP,MWA,MWP,PFJETH,DS)
IF (LI .GT. C)THEN 
Q - Q + QQ LXI 11 - LX + LXI I 
PITVOL - LXIII * CA














SUBROUTINE KTSHOE IS CALLED WHEN THE KICX IS 
OPPOSITE THE CASING SHOE.
SUBROUTINE KTSHOE CALCULATES LENGTH OF LIGHT MUD 
ABOVE XICX (LI), KICX LENGTH (LK) , LENGTH OF LIGHT 
MUD BELOW KICX (L2), CHOKE PRESSURE (PC),
STANDPIPE PRESSURE (PS), BOTTOM HOLE PRESSURE (PD) 
AND PRESSURE AT THE CASING SHOE (PCAS) .
CALL KTSHOE (MWK, MW, VS, CA,D,C, PSI, G, LXI, WKI,
+PP, Q, LI, PC, PCAS, PD, PS, LK, T, L2, L3, CP, PFJETL, PFJETH, MWKA, MWKP, +MWA,MWP,DS)CCC - LI + LK






















PITVOL » LXIII * CA
WRITE (12 ,12) Q, LI, PC, PCAS, PD , PS, LXIII, PITVOL 





IF (C .GT. Ll+LK) THEN
SUBROUTINE KICSHOE IS USED AFTER BOTTOM OF KICX 
HAS REACHED THE CASING SHOE.
SUBROUTINE KICSHOE CALCULATES LENGTH OF LIGHT MUD 
ABOVE KICX (LI), KICK LENGTH (LK), LENGTH OF LIGHT 
MUD BELOW KICK (L2), CHOKE PRESSURE (PC),
STANDPIPE PRESSURE (PS), BOTTOM HOLE PRESSURE (PD) 






ENDIFX * CA * D - LX * CA 
IF(Q .GT. X)THENWRITE(*,*)’KICSHOE DONE*
GOTO 13
ENDIF
IF(Q .GT. X)THENWRIT£<*,*)'KICSHOE DONE'GOTO 13
ENDIF
Q - Q + QQ LKI 11 « LX + LKI I 
PITVOL - LXIII * CA 
WRITE (12,12) Q, LI, PC, PCAS, PD, PS, LKIII, PITVOL 
Q » Q + 5 - QQ 
GOTO 3 
CONTINUE
SUBROUTINE KICXCHOKE IS USED AFTER THE KICK REACHES 
SURFACE AND IS CIRCULATED FROM THE HOLE.
SUBROUTINE KICXCHOKE CALCULATES LENGTH OF LIGHT MUD 
ABOVE KICX (LI), KICX LENGTH (LX) , LENGTH OF LIGHT 
MUD BELOW KICK (L2), CHOKE PRESSURE (PC),
STANDPIPE PRESSURE (PS), BOTTOM HOLE PRESSURE (PD) 





IF (QQ .GT. 0) THEN
BBBB - CA * D + QQ 
QQQ - QQ + Q IF(QQQ .GT. BBBB) THEN 
LXIII - LX + LXII 
PITVOL - LXIII * CA
WRITE(12,12)QQQ, LI,PC,PCAS,PD,PS,LXIII,PITVOL 





PAUSE22 FORMAT(IX,'THE TOP SLUG IS CIRCULATED AFTER',IX,14,IX,'BLS')
c *C * SUBROUTINE INTERP CALCULATES STANDPIPE, CHOKE, CASING
C * SHOE PRESSURES AND LOCATION OF KILL MUD IN ANNULUSC * WHILE FILLING ANNULUS WITH KILL MUD AND BEFORE THE





C * SUBROUTINE INTERP MAKES CALCULATIONS BETWEEN THE *C * THE FIRST SLUG BEING CIRCULATED AND THE ANNULUS BEING *










Q - Q + QQ LX * LX
PITVOL - LX * CA 
WRITE (12,12)Q,LI,PC,PCAS,PD,PS,LK,PITVOL Q - Q + 5 - QQGOTO 99
ENDIF
Q - Q *  QQ LX - LX + LXII 
PITVOL - LK * CA 









AF ■ .052 * ((MWKA1-MWK1) * L31 + (MWA1-MW1) * (L1A+L21))
HEAD - .052*(MW1*(L21+L1A)+WKI1*LXI1+MWK1*L31-MWK1*(Dl-LL)-MW1*LL) 
PF - .052 * ((MWKP1-MWK1) * (Dl-LL) + (MWP1-MW1) *LL)





SUBROUTINE KICCHOKE IS USED AFTER THE KICK REACHES 
SURFACE AND IS CIRCULATED FROM THE HOLE.
SUBROUTINE KICCHOKE CALCULATES LENGTH OF LIGHT MUD 
ABOVE KICX (LI) , KICX LENGTH (LK), LENGTH OF LIGHT 
MUD BELOW KICK (L2), CHOKE PRESSURE (PC),
STANDPIPE PRESSURE (PS), BOTTOM HOLE PRESSURE (PD) 
AND PRESSURE AT THE CASING SHOE (PCAS).









IF (PCI .LT. 0.0)THEN 
PCI - 0.0ENDIF












WRITE(*,20)20 FORMAT(IX,'ENTER BIT DIAMETER, PIPE OD, PIPE iD',3F10.8)
READ(*,21)HOLEO,0D1,ID1
21 FORMAT(3 F10.3)
WRITE(*/22)22 FORMAT(IX,'ENTER CASING DEPTH AND WELL DEPTH',2F10.3)
READ(*,2 3)Cl,D1
23 FORMAT(2F10.3)
WRITE(*,24)24 FORMAT(IX,'ENTER HOLE MUD WGT, KILL WEIGHT AND PIT GAIN’,3F10.7)
READ(*,25)MW1,MWK1,VKI1
25 FORMAT(3F10.7)
WRITE(*,26)26 FORMAT(IX,'ENTER STABILIZED CHOKE AND STANDPIPE PRESS',2F10.3)
READ(*,27)PCI1,PSI1
27 FORMAT(2F10.3)WRITE(*,28)






















SUBROUTINE cap( HOLEO,0D1,ID1,D1,Cl,MWK1,MW1,+ PCI1,PSI1,VKI1,LCRPl,Gl,+ cpl,cal,ppl,vsl,lkil,wJcil)
IMPLICIT REAL*4(A-Z)
CPI - ( ID1**2.0 ) / 1029.5
CA1 - ( HOLEO**2.0 - 001**2.0 ) / 1029.5
PP1 - PSI1 + .052 * MW1 * D1VS1 - CPI * D1
LKZ1 - VKI1 / CA1
WKI1 - MW1 - ( PCI1 - PSI1 ) / ( .052 * LXII )
WRITE(*,*) CPI,CA1,PP1,VS1,LXII,WKX1,VANN1,VP1
SUBROUTINE CAP CALCULATES THE CAPACITY OF PIPE 
AND THE ANNULUS IN BBL/FT, THE FORMATION PRESSURE 























* SUBROUTINE REAOB READS FROM FILE INFOR DATA FOR
* USE IN THE PROGRAM. THIS DATA IS: HOLEOD (HOLEOD)
* PIPE OD (OD), PIPE ID (ID), WELL DEPTH (D), CASING
* SHOE DEPTH (C), KILL MUD WEIGHT (MWK), DRILLING
* MUD WEIGHT (MW), INITIAL CASING PRESSURE (PCI),
* INITIAL STANDPIPE PRESSURE (PSI), PIT GAIN
* VOLUME (VKI), LOW CIRCULATION RATE PRESSURE (LCRP),
* GAS GRAVITY (G), FANN VG READINGS FOR LIGHT AND HEAVY
* MUD (DR600H, DR300H, DR600L, DR300L), LOW CIRCULATION
* RATE (LCR), ORIFICE AREA AND COEFFICIENT (A, CD).













SUBRROUTINE FRICP COMPUTES THE FRICTION FACTOR F 
WITH THE POWER LAW MODEL, IN THE DRILL PIPE.
SUBROUTINE FRICP(DR6001,DR3001,ID1,V1,MW2,F1)
IMPLICIT REALM (A-Z)
T600 - DR6001*.01067 
T300 - DR3001*.01067
NPRIME - (ALOG(T600)-ALOG(T300))/(AL0G(1022.)-ALOG(511.)) KV - T600/(1022.**NPRIME)
CALL KVKP(NPRIME,KV,KA,KP)
NRP - 1.86*(ID1/12.)**NPRIME*V1**(2.-NPRIME)*MW2/((8.**NPRIME)*KP)
IF (NRP .LT. 2100.) THEN 
FI - 16./NRP 
RETURN
ELSE 
F2 - 0.5 2 CONTINUE
A - (4.0/NPRIME**0.75)*ALOG10(NRP*F2**(1.-NPRIME/2.))
FI -l./((A-(.4/(NPRIME**1.2)))**2.0)




























* SUBROUTINE FRICAN CALCULATES THE ANNULAR FRICTION









NRA - 2.79*(((HOLE01-OD1)/12.)**NPRIME)*V1**(2.-NPRIME)*MW2 
+ /(12.**NPRIME*KA)
IP (NRA .LT. 2100.)THEN 
RETURN
ELSE 
F2 - 0.5 
CONTINUE
A - (4.0/NPRIME**O.75)*ALOG(NRP*F2**(1.-NPRIME/2.))
FI - l/(( A-(.4/(NPRIME**1.2)))**2.0)
IF (F1-F2 .LT. 0.001)THEN RETURN





* SUBROUTINE PFANN CALCULATES THE ANNULAR FRICTIONAL* PRESSURE DROP GRADIENT, USING THE POWER LAW MODEL.
SUBROUTINE PFANN (DR6002,DR3002,HOLEO2,0D2,VANN1,MW3,F2,PGRADA, +KA1.NP2)IMPLICIT REALM (A-Z)
SUBROUTINE FRICAN CALCULATES THE ANNULAR FRICTION 






















* SUBROUTINE PFPIPE CALCULATES THE PIPE
* PRESSURE DROP GRADIENT.*
FRICTIONAL *




* SUBROUTINE FRICP CALCULATES THE PIPE FRICTION *
* FACTOR (F) USING THE POWERLAW MODEL. ** *
CALL FRICP(DR6003 f DR3 003,ID3,V2,MW4,F3)
FGRADP « F3 * MW4 * V2 ** 2. / (25.3 * (ID3))
RETURNEND
SUBROUTINE XVKP(NP,XVI,XA1,KP1) 
IMPLICIT REAL *4 (A-Z)
INTEGER I
REFERENCE CRAFT HOLDEN AND GRAVES PG. 76




DO 1 I - 2,8
IF (NP .LT. A(I) .OR. I .EQ. 3) THEN
KP1 - KV1/(((B(I-l)-B(I))/(A(I-l)-A(I)))* 
(NP—A(I))+B(I))






SUBROUTINE PFJET CALCULATES FRICTIONAL PRESSURE 
LOSS ACROSS THE ORIFICE AS A FUNCTION OF MW 
(PPG), LOW CIRCULATION RATE (GPU), CROSS-SECTIONAL 




















PITVOL - LX * CA 
WRITE (12,12) Q, LI, PC, PCAS, PD, PS, LX, PITVOL




SUBROUTINE PREMUD IS USED BEFORE THE HEAVY MUD 
REACHES THE BIT. AFTER HEAVY MUD REACHES BIT, 
PREMUD RETURNS TO CONTROL PROGRAM BEFORE MAKING 
CALCULATIONS.
SUBROUTINE PREMUD CALCULATES LENGTH OF LIGHT MUD 
ABOVE KICK (LI), KICX LENGTH (LX), LENGTH OF LIGHT 
MUD BELOW KICX (L2), CHOKE PRESSURE (PC),
STANDPIPE PRESSURE (PS), BOTTOM HOLE PRESSURE (PD) 
AND PRESSURE AT THE CASING SHOE (PCAS).
IF KICXTOP REACHES CASING SHOE BEFORE HEAVY MUD 
REACHES BIT, PREMUD RETURNS TO CONTROL PROGRAM.


















AH - .052 * MW1 * (L1A+L21) + .052 * (WKI1*LXI1)AF « .052 * (MWA1-MW1) * (L1A+L2A)
PH - -.052 * MWK1 * D1 * Q1/VS1 - .052 * MW1 * D1 * (1-Q1/VS1) 
PSI » PCI + AF + PH ■*» PFJETL + PF + AH
PD1 - PCI + .052 * MWA1 * (D1-LX1) + .052 * WKI1 * LXII 























SUBROUTINE MUDBIT IS USED AFTER HEAVY MUD REACHES 
BIT AND BEFORE XICXTOP REACHES CASING SHOE
SUBROUTINE MUDBIT CALCULATES LENGTH OF LIGHT MUD 
ABOVE KICX (LI) , KICX LENGTH (LX) , LENGTH OF LIGHT 
MUD BELOW KICX (L2), CHOKE PRESSURE (PC),
STANDPIPE PRESSURE (PS), BOTTOM HOLE PRESSURE (PD) 










L21-Q1/CA1-L31Y-l. 0-( . 052*WKI1*LXI1/ (PP1-.052*MWA1*L21-. 052*MWKAl*L31+50 . 0) ) 
LXI- -<T1/(.01875*G1))*alog(Y)
L1A—D1-L21-LX1-L31










SUBROUTINE KICSHOE IS USED AFTER BOTTOM OF KICX 
HAS REACHED THE CASING SHOE.
SUBROUTINE KICSHOE CALCULATES LENGTH OF LIGHT MUD 
ABOVE KICX (LI), KICX LENGTH (LX), LENGTH OF LIGHT MUD BELOW KICX (L2), CHOXE PRESSURE (PC),
STANDPIPE PRESSURE (PS), BOTTOM HOLE PRESSURE (PD) 












LL - D1 - Q1/CP1 
ELSE
L31»(Q1-VS1)/CA1 







PCI—PP1-. 052*MWA1*(L11+L21) -. 052*MWKAl*L31-». 052*WKI1*LXI1+50. 0 
AF - .052 * ((MWKA1-HWK1) * L31 + (MWA1-MW1) * (L11+L21))
HEAD - . 052* (MWK1*(Dl-LL) •*-MWl'*LL-MKIl*LKIl-MWl*(L21+Lll)-MWK1*L31) 
PF » .052 * ((MWKP1 - MWK1) * (Dl-LL) + (MWP1-MW1) * LL)
PSI - PJET + PF +• PCI + AF - HEAD 







SUBROUTINE KTSHOE IS CALLED WHEN THE KICK IS 
OPPOSITE THE CASING SHOE.
SUBROUTINE KTSHOE CALCULATES LENGTH OF LIGHT MUD 
ABOVE KICK (LI), KICK LENGTH (LK), LENGTH OF LIGHT 
MUD BELOW KICX (L2), CHOKE PRESSURE (PC),
STANDPIPE PRESSURE (PS), BOTTOM HOLE PRESSURE (PD) 
AND PRESSURE AT THE CASING SHOE (PCAS).







PJET - PFJETL 
LL - (D1 - Q1/CP1)
VT



















PFJET1 » MW2 * QQ ** 2 .  /  (12032. * (CD1**2.) * AA * *  2.)
RETURN
END





VANN1 - LCRl*(l/60.)*(l/7.48)/(PI*((HOLEO/24.)*-*2.-(ODl/24.)**2.) ) 




SUBROUTINE SAVE SAVES ORIGINAL VALUES OF PORE 
PRESSURE AND DEPTH FOR USE IN PROGRAM
SUBROUTINE SAVE(PP1,PP2,D1,D2)
IMPLICIT REAL *4(A-Z)




SUBROUTINE PERF CALCULATES THE DENSITY, LENGTH, VOLUME FOR THE TOP HALF OF THE KICX. IT ALSO 
CALCULATES THE DEPTH TO A POINT HALFWAY DOWN THE 
LENGTH OF THE KICX AND THE PRESSURE AT THIS POINT. 
IT ALSO CALCULATES THE DENSITY, VOLUME AND LENGTH 




L1A - Dl - LXII 
DPERF1 - Dl - LKI1/2
Z - .01875 * Gl * (DPERF1 - L1A) / T1 
PDPERF - PP1 / (EXP(Z))
WKS - MWI - (PCI1 - PSI1 - (PP1 - PDPERF)) / (.052 * LKI1/2) 















SUBROUTINE RETURN MAKES VARIABLE VALUE ADJUSTMENTS 
FOR NECESSARY CALCULATIONS INVOLVED IN CIRCULATING 




PP1 - PPS1 
Dl - DS1 
MWI - MWK1 
WKI1 =* WKI 2 
QQ1 - Q1 Q1 - 0 
CD1 - .95 




SUBROUTINE INTERP CALCULATES STANDPIPE, CHOKE, CASING 












IF (PCI .LT. 0.0) THEN 
PCI - 0.0
ENDIF
PD1 - PCI + .052 * (MWA1 * L21 + MWKA1 * L31)
AB - .052*(MWKA1-MWK1)*L21 + .052*(MWA1 - MWI)*L21 


































ENDIF GOTO 10 
20 CONTINUE






Numerical Results of Circulation of Slug by Wait and Weight
Method
ER-3595 132
This is a listing of NN0UT4.DAT. This is the results of circulation 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































000 1300.923 3276.268 9510
000 1256.601 3274.411 9510
000 1212.183 3272.555 9510
000 1167.668 3270.698 9510
000 1123.057 3268.841 9510
000 1078.350 3266.985 9510
000 1033.545 3265.128 9510
000 988.643 3263.271 9510
000 943.644 3261.415 9510
000 898.548 3260.768 9510
000 853.354 3260.768 9510
000 308.062 3260.768 9510
000 762.672 3260.768 9510
000 717.185 3260.768 9510
000 671.599 3260.768 9510
000 625.915 3260.768 9510
000 580.133 3260.768 9510
000 534.251 3260.768 9510
000 488.272 3260.768 9510
000 442.193 3260.768 9510
000 396.014 3260.768 9510
000 349.737 3260.768 9510
000 303.361 3260.768 9510
000 256.884 3260.768 9510
000 210.308 3260.768 9510
000 163.632 3260.768 9510
000 116.856 3260.768 9510



























































Numerical Results of Circulation of Kick in Parts by Wait
and Weight Method
ER-3595 137
This is a listing of NN0UT2.DAT. This is the results of circulation 












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































280 9794.448 668.306 3846.632
285 9720.789 668.649 3846.475
290 9647.099 668.512 3846.338
295 9573.368 668.401 3846.226
300 9499.602 668.312 3846.137
305 9425.795 668.249 3846.074
310 9351.944 668.214 3846.039
315 9278.058 668.201 3846.027
320 9204.128 668.217 3846.042
325 9130.153 668.260 3846.086
330 9056.140 668.329 3846.154
335 3982.077 668.428 3846.254
340 8907.972 668.555 3846.381
345 3833.321 668.711 3846.536
350 3759.619 668.399 3846.724
355 3685.370 669.117 3846.942
360 3611.072 669.366 3847.191
365 3536.722 669.648 3347 .474
370 3462.320 669.963 3847.789
375 3387.367 670.311 3848.136380 3313.357 670.695 3848.520
385 3238.792 671.114 3848.939
390 8164.167 671.571 3849.397
395 3089.485 672.064 3849.390
400 3014.748 672.592 3850.418405 7939.942 673.164 3850.990410 7865.077 673.774 3851.599
415 7790.148 674.424 3852.250
420 7715.150 675.118 3852.944
425 7640.085 675.855 3853.680
430 7564.952 676.635 3854.460
435 7489.747 677.461 3855.286440 7414.470 678.332 3856.157
445 7339.116 679.252 3857.078
450 7263.683 630.223 3858.048
455 7188.174 681.242 3859.067
460 7112.581 682.314 3860.140
465 7036.907 633.438 3861.263
470 6961.146 684.617 3862.442
475 6885.296 685.8S2 3863.678
480 6809.354 687.146 3864.972
485 6733.320 688.499 3866.324
490 6657.191 689.912 3867.737
495 6580.965 691.386 3869.212500 6504.635 692.927 3870.752
505 6428.200 694.534 3872.360
510 6351.658 696.210 3874.035
515 6275.003 697.957 3875.782520 6198.236 699.775 3877.601
525 6121.349 701.670 3879.495530 6044.346 703.638 3881.464
535 5967.210 705.691 3883.516
540 5889.950 707.823 3885.648
545 5812.558 710.038 3887.364
550 5735.025 712.344 3890.169
555 5657.352 714.738 3892.563
560 5579.531 717.226 3895.052
565 5501.557 719.812 3897.637
570 5423.430 722.494 3900.320












































































































































































































































































































630 3656.301685 3572.986690 3488.775
695 3404.155700 3319.102705 3233.596
710 3147.617
715 3061.140
720 2974.137725 2886.584730 2798.453
735 2709.715740 2620.330
745 2530.265750 2439.484755 2347.941
760 2255.602
765 2162.409







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































366 292.022 20.569200 293.537 20.676














532 320.057 22.544365 321.373 22.672
199 323.713 22.302
































1555 9786.010 177.8331560 9712.199 179.691
























1695 7700.502 242.3151700 7625.120 245.213

















































































































































1860 5155.693 375.7941865 5075.974 381.562
1870 4990.967 390.828
1875 4910.731 396.937








1925 4093.424 467.9181930 4009.931 476.183
1935 3926.058 484.698
1940 3841.791 493.474





1985 3062.042 586.5811990 2972.556 598.8091995 2882.389 611.488
2000 2791.498 624.647
2005 2699.840 638.313





































































300 583 .385 41.127



























300 838.626 59.071300 851.13 5 59.952300 864.023 60.360300 877.306 61.795
300 391.004 62.760
300 905.139 63.756


































































































































































































































































































































Numerical Results of Circulation of Slug by Driller’s Method
ER-3595 146
This is a listing of NN0UT3.DAT. This is the results of circulation 




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2503.395 1385.311 35072405.749 1403.074 3507
2306,770 1420.366 3507






1479.491 1585.733 35071370.859 1609.660 35071260.857 1634.458 3507
1149.405 1660.177 3507




























.194 9510.057 3361.249 9510.057 3361











.780 9510.057 3361.780 9510.057 3361
.780 9510.057 3361






















































































380 .000 1525.729 3507.780 9510.057 3361.523 1950.693 137.402
385 .000 1483.453 3507.780 9510.057 3361.523 1879.708 132 . 402
890 .000 1441.084 3507.780 9510.057 3361.523 1808.723 127 . 402
395 .000 1398.624 3507.780 9510.057 3361.523 1737.739 122.402
900 .000 1356.070 3507.780 9510.057 3361.523 1666.754 117.402
905 .000 1313.424 3507.780 9510.057 3361.523 1595.769 112.402
910 .000 1270.686 3507.780 9510.057 3361.523 1524.785 107.402
915 .000 1227.854 3507.780 9510.057 3361.523 1453.300 102.402
920 .000 1134.929 3507.780 9510.057 3361.523 1382.815 97.402
925 .000 1141.911 3507.780 9510.057 3361.523 1311.331 92.402
930 .000 1098.800 3507.780 9510.057 3361.523 1240.846 87.402
935 .000 1055.595 3507.780 9510.057 3361.523 1169.861 32.402
940 .000 1012.297 3507.780 9510.057 3361.523 1098.876 77.402
945 .000 963.904 3507.780 9510.057 3361.523 1027.892 72.402
950 . 000 925.418 3507.780 9510.057 3361.523 956.907 67.402
955 . 000 381.338 3507.780 9510.057 3361.523 385.922 62.402
960 .000 338.163 3507.780 9510.057 3361.523 814.938 57.402
965 . 000 794.394 3507.780 9510.057 3361.523 743.953 52.402
970 . 000 750.530 3507.780 9510.057 3361.523 672.968 47.402
975 .000 706.572 3507.780 9510.057 3361.523 601.984 42.402
980 .000 662.518 3507.780 9510.057 3361.523 530.999 37.402
985 .000 613.370 3507.780 9510.057 3361.523 460.014 32.402990- .000 574.127 3507.780 9510.057 3361.523 389.030 27.402
995 . 000 529.788 3507.780 9510.057 3361.523 318.045 22.4021000 .000 485.354 3507.780 9510.057 3361.523 247.060 17.402
1005 . 000 440.324 3507.780 9510.057 3361.523 176.075 12.4021010 . 000 396.198 3507.780 9510.057 3361.523 105.091 7.402
1015 .000 351.476 3507.780 9510.057 3361.523 34.106 2.4021020 . 000 306.658 3507.780 9510.057 3361.523 .000 .000
arthub lakes library




Numerical Results of Circulation of Kick in Parts by the
Drillerfs Method
ER-3595 151
This is a listing of NN0UT1.DAT. This is the results of circulation 










































205 10894.440 210 10821.330 
215 10748.200 
220 10675.040 
225 10601.360 230 10528.640 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































880 . 000 1492.416 3647.855 9510.057 2359.017 1950.693 137.402
385 .000 1449.934 3647.855 9510.057 2359.017 1379.709 132.402
390 .000 1407.359 3647.855 9510.057 2359.017 1808.724 127.402
895 .000 1364.691 3647.855 9510.057 2359.017 1737.739 122.402
900 .000 1321.929 3647.355 9510.057 2359.017 1666.755 117.402
905 .000 1279.074 3647.855 9510.057 2359.017 1595.770 112.402
910 .000 1236.125 3647.355 9510.057 2359.017 1524.785 107.402
915 .000 1193.081 3647.355 9510.057 2359.017 1453.300 102.402
920 .000 1149.943 3647.855 9510.057 2359.017 1332.316 97.402
925 .000 1106.712 3647.355 9510.057 2359.017 1311.331 92.402930 .000 1063.385 3647.855 9510.057 2359.017 1240.346 87.402
935 .000 1019.965 3647.855 9510.057 2359.017 1169.861 32.402
940 .000 976.449 3647.855 9510.057 2359.017 1098.877 77.402
945 .000 932.338 3647.855 9510.057 2359.017 1027.892 72.402
950 .000 889.133 3647.855 9510.057 2359.017 956.907 67.402
955 .000 845.332 3647.855 9510.057 2359.017 885.923 62.402
960 .000 801.436 3647.855 9510.057 2359.017 314.938 57.402
965 .000 757.444 3647.855 9510.057 2359.017 743.953 52.402
970 .000 713.356 3647.855 9510.057 2359.017 672.969 47.402
975 .000 669.173 3647.855 9510.057 2359.017 601.984 42.402980 .000 624.394 3647.855 9510.057 2359.017 530.999 37.402
985 .000 580.518 3647.855 9510.057 2359.017 460.014 32.402990 .000 536.047 3647.855 9510.057 2359.017 389.030 27.402
995 .000 491.478 3647.855 9510.057 2359.017 318.045 22.402
1000 .000 470.030 3647.855 9510.057 2359.017 283.939 20.000
1005 .000 470.030 3647.855 9510.057 2359.017 233.939 20.000
1010 .000 470.030 3647.855 9510.057 2359.017 283.939 20.000
1015 .000 470.030 3647.855 9510.057 2359.017 283.939 20.000
1020 .000 470.030 3647.855 9510.057 2359.017 283.939 20.000
1025 .000 470.030 3647.355 9510.057 2359.017 283.939 20.0001030 .000 470.030 3647.855 9510.057 2359.017 283.939 20.000
1035 .000 470.030 3647.355 9510.057 2359.017 283.939 20.0001040 .000 470.030 3647.855 9510.057 2359.017 283.939 20.000
1045 .000 470.030 3647.855 9510.057 2359.017 283.939 20.000
1050 .000 470.030 3647.855 9510.057 2359.017 283.939 20.000
1055 .000 470.030 3647.855 9510.057 2359.017 283.939 20.000
1060 .000 470.030 3647.855 9510.057 2359.017 283.939 20.000
1065 .000 470.030 3647.855 9510.057 2359.017 283.939 20.000
1070 .000 470.030 3647.855 9510.057 2359.017 233.939 20.000
1075 .000 470.030 3647.855 9510.057 2359.017 283.939 20.000
1080 .000 470.030 3647.855 9510.057 2359.017 283.939 20.000
1085 .000 470.030 3647.855 9510.057 2359.017 283.939 20.000
1090 .000 470.030 3647.855 9510.057 2359.017 283.939 20.000
1095 .000 470.030 3647.355 9510.057 2359.017 283.939 20.000
1100 .000 470.030 3647.355 9510.057 2359.017 283.939 20.000
1105 .000 470.030 3647.855 9510.057 2359.017 283.939 20.000
1110 .000 470.030 3647.855 9510.057 2359.017 283.939 20.000
1115 .000 470.030 3647.355 9510.057 2359.017 283.939 20.000
1120 .000 470.030 3647.855 9510.057 2359.017 283.939 20.000
1125 .000 470.030 3647.855 9510.057 2359.017 283.939 20.0001130 .000 470.030 3647.855 9510.057 2359.017 283.939 20.000
1135 .ooo 470.030 3647.855 9510.057 2359.017 283.939 20.0001140 .000 470.030 3647.855 9510.057 2359.017 283.939 20.000
1145 .000 470.030 3647.855 9510.057 2359.017 283.939 20.000
1150 .000 470.030 3647.855 9510.057 23S9.017 283.939 20.000
1155 .000 470.030 3647.355 9510.057 2359.017 233.939 20.000
1160 .000 470.030 3647.855 9510.057 2359.017 283.939 20.000
1165 .000 470.030 3647.855 9510.057 2359.017 283.939 20.0001170 .000 470.030 3647.355 9510.057 2359.017 283.939 20.000
























































































































































































































































































































































































523 432.679 30.477523 435.878 30.702
523 439.120 30.931
523 442.414 31.163
523 445.756 31.398
523 449.149 31.637
523 452.594 31.380
523 456.095 32.126
523 459.647 32.376
523 463.259 32.631
523 466.926 32.389
523 470.649 33.151
523 474.435 33.418
523 478.281 33.689
523 482.190 33.964
523 486.163 34.244
523 490.204 34.529
523 494.312 34.818
523 498.487 35.112
523 502.738 35.412
523 507.057 35.716
523 511.455 36.026
523 515.924 36.341
523 520.477 36.661
523 525.110 36.988
523 529.326 37.320
523 534.630 37.658
523 539.517 38.002
523 544.499 38.353
523 549.569 38.710
523 554.738 39.075
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